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Briefly

Police report challenged

Local

Phi Beta Sigmas dispute account of fights at party

Grocery cart wars:

The University of Toledo
and Bowling Green cheerleaders put on their running
shoes in a 93-second shopping spree, co-hosted by
Food Town and 93-Q radio.
Both squads were asked to
run through the aisles and
collect as many dollars in
merchandise as they could.
All groceries were to be
donated to charity and the
squads earned money for
their cheerleading funds.

State
Doctor burned:

A chiropractor from suburban Gahanna and his
former receptionist have
8leaded guilty to charges
ley torched the doctor's office for more than $100,000
in insurance money.
Prosecutors said Dr. John
J. Octave paid Lorraine C.
Baker $5,000 to set fire to his
Gahanna ChiropracticHolistic Health Center while
he was attending a conference in Hawaii in March
1990.
They placed X-ray films
near an electric heater to
start a fire that would appear accidental, prosecutors said.
In exchange for his guilty
plea, prosecutors agreed to
drop six other charges of
perjury, insurance fraud
andfalsification.

by John Kohlstrand and Genora nity members say the report was
greatly exaggerated. Garrett
Rutherford
said he doubts the officer even
BG News and Obsidian
saw the fight in question, and
should never had filed the report.
"This report was done falsely
Upset with a police report they
say is misleading and inflamma- and is an outright lie," Garrett
tory, Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity said.
The Sigmas acknowledge that a
Inc. has made a list of demands
for the University Police De- fight occurred, but say it was limpartment, including the dismissal ited to two persons, with one man
receiving Kicks while on the
of at least one police officer.
At issue is a police report which ground.
The Sigmas say they are upset
detailed a fight at the Aug. 28 'Ice
Breaker' dance hosted by the because they learned about the
police
version of the report
Sigmas.
Cpl. John Shumaker, hired by through Sigma national officials.
the Sigmas as a security guard, Neither the Bowling Green Sigreported that three fights broke mas nor the Bowling Green police
out at the party including one in- department know how the
volving about 30 students. Two nationals received the report.
"We knew nothing about the
other officers were eventually
called for assistance, according report," said Danny Gray, a Phi
Beta Sigma member, who called
to the report.
But Phi Beta Sigma President the situation ironic. "If you have
Willie Garrett and other frater- a small riot in your dance that

you don't know about, there is
something horribly wrong."
"It's an open record," said
Roger Dennerll, head of the University police. However, he said,
no report was sent to the national
office. "I wouldn't even know
where to send it."
In the police report, Cpl. Shumaker said he observed a fist
fight between two males. While
he was breaking up this fight, a
larger fight involving at least 30
persons began, according to
Shumaker. This fight broke into
the kitchen area, leading to
several small fights among eight
to 10 people each, the police said.
Phi Beta Sigma officials say
the officer was not even in the
room at the time of the fight and
dispute most of the report.
"I was appalled at what I read,
and it seemed like I was at a
completely different event," said
Monica Smith-Scott, director of

multicultural events and programs.
Smith-Scott, who helped host
the dance, attended a Thursday
discussion with University police
that included Dennerll and Phi
Beta Sigma members accompanied by Jack Taylor, assistant vice
president of multicultural affairs.
Following the meeting, Garrett
read a list of demands for the
police department.
These include: the immediate
dismissal of Cpl. Shumaker and
other officers associated with the
allegedly misleading report, the
right to contract outside the University for security, a new policy
of notifying groups when a police
report is made at their events,
and a culturally balanced police
force reflecting the University
community.
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The list of demands from the Phi
Beta Sigma Fraternity:
• The immediate dismissal ot
Cpl. John Shumaker from the
University Police Department
tor submitting what the Sigmas
say is an inaccurate police report about a Sigma event
• The dismissal ot other police
otlicers who contributed to and
approved the police report in
question
• A culturally diverse police
department, which reflects the
University community, within
one year
• The right to choose not to
hire University security. It security will be provided, the Sigmas
want the option ot hiring from an
off-campus security firm
• That a copy of all police reports derived from black greek
events be sent to the organizers
of the event within 48 hours so
they may be checked for accuracy.
• An immediate letter of apology written by Cpl. Shumaker
to area media and the Phi Beta
Sigma national office, state and
local officials

r See POLICE, page 5.

Nation
Resumes needed:
A new book, From College
to Career, is looking for
regular as well as unusual
resumes to submit in the
book. Of the greatest interest are those resumes from
science students, poets, engineers, business majors,
career switchers, astronauts, football players and
ex-convicts.
If your resume is chosen
you will receive a free copy
of the book.
Send resumes to: Attn:
College Resumes, Donald
Asher, Resume Righters,
Asher Associates, 1400 Filbert St, Suite 4, San Fransisco, CA 94109 or 24 hour fax
415441-1389.

Princess of Whales:

OTTAWA — A weeklong
visit to Ontario by the
Prince and Princess of
Wales had a rocky ending
with a whale of an error in a
press release, a visit to a
patient-less hospital ward
and rare political comments
by Prince Charles.
The Canadian Museum of
Nature said in a news
release that the "Princess
of Whales" had admired
life-size models of whales
suspended from the ceiling
of an atrium at the World
Exchange Plaza in Ottawa.
Museum director Alan
Emergy called the typo "a
dreadful mistake."

Lottery
Lottery picks:

Here are the Ohio Lottery
drawing selections made
Thursday night:
Pick3 Numbers: 6-8-4
Pick 4 Numbers: 7-4-6-1
Cards: Five of Hearts
Two of Clubs
Four of Diamonds
Jack of Spades
The Super Lotto jackpot is
$16 million.

Weather
Showers possible:
Today, showers likely and
thunderstorms possible.
High 60 to 65. Southeast
winds 10 to 20 mph becoming southwest 10 to 20 mph.
Chance of rain 70 percent.
Tonight, showers likely.
Low of 40 to 45. Chance of
rain 70 percent.

The BG Newi/Jiy Murdoch;

Emergency medical technicians and police officers work to 'save' Nikki Geha (above) while the
'deceased' Becca Wiley (left) awaits the coroner as crews work to free the driver. The demonstration was presented by Never Again, an organization formed to promote responsible drinking.
The organization gives presentations to area high schools and junior high schools.

Defining, removing toxic waste
by Greg Watson
environment and health reporter

In a three part series. The
News is exploring the possible
consequences of having a lowlevel radioactive waste disposal
facility in Ohio. Part three will
look at the definition of radioactive waste and how it can be disposed of.
When most people think of "radioactive waste, they think of
the glowing green liquids or solids portrayed in "The Simpsons"
television show.
While high-level radioactive
material such as plutonium, uranium and americium are usually
dangerous upon contact, only
low-level radiation will be disposed of in Ohio, said Larry Sorrells, Wood County Health Department environmental director.
Ohio became the probable dis-

posal site for six midwest states
when Michigan revoked its membership from the Midwest International Low-level Radioactive
Waste Commission in June.
"When you mention radiation,
people hit the panic button," Sorrells said. "This is not glow in the
dark stuff."
Low-level radioactive waste is
a classification of hazardous
waste — but should be handled
with more care.
Bruce Dunlavy, Environmental
Protection Agency unit supervisor of the division of emergency
and remedial response, said
there is no official legal definition
of low-level radioactive waste.
Most low-level radioactive
waste is research material used
in colleges and universities, medical facilities and residual material from nuclear power plants.
Some of the low-level material
includes luminous dials, rags,

Ohio:
the Midwest
clumping
ground
Pan Three.

protective clothing, shoe covers,
vials and medical needles which
had contact with higher level
radioactive waste, he said.
Low-level radioactive waste is
not spent fuel from nuclear facilities or waste from nuclear
weapon facilities, Dunlavy said.
These are much more dangerous
materials.
Low-level waste also does not

require shielding or a heat removal system needed for highlevel radioactive waste, said
Lewis Johnson, University environmental health and safety industrial hygienist.
"JLow-level radioactive waste]
does not present a great deal of
public danger, but it can't be left
lying around," Dunlavy said.
If Tow-level radioactive waste is
left in a non-permanent storage
facility for a long period of time,
it can be a fire hazard, start corroding, produce toxic fumes or
seep into a water supply, Dunlavy
said. Also, some waste is dangerous if contacted with human skin,
he said.
Dunlavy said some low-level
radioactive material has a long
half-life. Carbon-14 has a half-life
of 5,730 years, and Potassium-40
has a half-life of 1.3 billion years,
□ See TOXIC, page seven.

USG
releases
2nd
evaluation
book
'New and improved*packet designed to describe courses, faculty
class]."
Sears said the best way to improve the book is to have more students
participate in the surveys.
One way to accomplish this would be working together with the faculty in the design of a survey they could both use, Sears said. Current► See related story on page 5.
Undergraduate Student Government released its second annual ly, all University departments administer their own surveys and have
Faculty and Course Evaluation Booklet this week, complete with key 100 percent student participation.
Currently, students are given input into the book through forms sent
changes designed to make it a more efficient source.
In addition to cutting the cost of the book by reducing the size, USG through campus mail.
"It's not a perfect book," Sears said. "We would love to have each
attempted to add statistical clarity to each evaluation by displaying
the total number of responses per course and the total number of stu- teacher hand out our evaluation to their class and turn it in to us. Unfortunately, it would probably be hard to agree with each department
dents enrolled in each course.
on one evaluation [tobe used] across all of the departments.''
Thus far, criticism from the faculty has once again revolved around
Sears said USG is considering working with statistics professor Bill
the accuracy of the evaluations and the low number of student respon- Balzer in an attempt to design a better form of evaluation. Balzer said
ses.
he supports the idea but believes the entire process has to be revised.
USG President Mike Sears said that until more efficient methods
"They really need to go back to square one and try to get some faccan be designed, this book is the best that can be expected.
ulty involvement, some administration involvement and some student
"It's not intended to be a seriously accurate statistical critique of involvement," he said. "I think it just got off on the wrong foot."
each teacher," he said. "It's just meant to give students a general
Q See USG, page three.
idea so that when they're picking a class they know things [about the
by Kirk Pav elk h
student government reporter

Cyclists
to carry
football
to Miami
by Sherry Turco
general assignment reporter
Falcon running back
LeRoy Smith would call it a
good day if he carried the
football tor 100 yards.
But this weekend, the
Kappa Sigma fraternity will
carry a football for more
than 180 miles — from Bowling Green to Oxford to be
used in this weekend's
Miami University football
game.
The trip begins 4 p.m. today at the Bowling Green
Kappa Sigma house. Frank
Pattison, Jeff Trainer, and
Greg Kopczewski will each
take a turn on the bike representing Bowling Green.
"When we were first approached by the idea from
Miami University we didn't
know if it would be feasible.
The idea just grew and grew
and it has turned into a fundraiser," Pattison said.
Area businesses nave donated money, and will have
their names printed for advertising purposes on the
side of the van the bike rider
follows.
"Food Town is sponsoring
the event by donating
money to the event," said
Jeremy Fork, philanthrophy chairperson for the
Bowling Green Kappa Sigs.
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Force will ruin EPA
spring cleaning efforts

And according to EPA Superfund Director Rich Guimond, the EPA is being
slashed and burned by federal budget
appropriations.
'I've been looking at the budget for

1992 and I've got $180 million less than
the president requested," Guimond
told The Associated Press. "At the
same time I want to increase oversight
of money going to these contractors,
I'm trying to speed up and triple the
number of projects we complete by the
end of'93."
Money is tight nowadays. All federal
agencies are being asked to tighten
their belts and curtail spending. Nothing wrong with that. After a decade of
unrestricted spending, the bills have
come due. Only the naive thought the
glory days would last forever.
But with hugely fatted cash cows
such as the military and social programs just hanging there like tax dollar-filled pinatas, why is such a smallfry agency Like the EPA being made a
target? Its budget is tiny by federal
standards. The work it does is vital and
necessary to the well-being of our future generations (and if you don't believe that, try convincing families living a block away from such Superfund
targets as Love Canal that you are correct).
The recommendations of the GAO
are very likely reasonable and not
overly Draconian. However, harping
on the EPA for stressing cleanliness instead of thriftiness is ridiculous. Our
message to Washington? Help the EPA
clean up its cash problems, but don't
ignore the vital work the EPA does.
One doesn't use hydrochloric acid and
a sandblaster to clean a dirty bathtub.
Don't use the full force of Congress to
polish the EPA.

Ear to the ground...
Keeping on that football tip...
Miami Whammy? No sir.
The Redskins have long been a thorn
in the wing of our beloved (and finally
winning) Falcons. Now at a time when
we stand a chance of actually regaining
some of the prestige we lost over the
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Congress is attacking waste in the
federal budget with the same vigor Alice the maid attacked a pile of
dirty laundry. Unfortunately, Congress
is using fire and sandpaper to get out
those tough stains in the EPA.
The Environmental Protection
Agency was given the task of cleaning
up some of the dirtiest, most polluted
areas in the nation at its creation in
1970. Waste was its declared enemy.
Now the General Accounting Office
has released a report charging the
EPA with being lax in cutting waste
and charging fraud by its own contractors commissioned to clean Superfund
sites.
Three members of Congress requested the study, complaining that the
agency does not aggressively keep
track of its $150 billion budget.
"This is no way for the EPA to manage and oversee a program which involves billions of taxpayer dollars,"
said Rep. John Dingell, D-Mich., Sen.
Frank Lautenberg, D-N.J., and Sen.
David Pryor, D-Ark., in a letter quoted
this week in The (Toledo) Blade.
In this era of trillion-dollar federal
deficits, cutting the fat off government
budgets is a highly laudable goal. But
the GAO report accused the EPA of
overemphasizing the speed and quality
of toxic cleanups over the cost.

1, 1991
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WEDNESDAYS DURING THE SUMMER SESSION.
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last few seasons, the chance of losing to
our good buddies in Oxford seems to
drain blood from the faces of fans
across campus.
But let The News be the first to state
we don't buy any talk of whammies or
curses. We will prevail and we will win.
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More than stacks and books
Check out some friendship at your local library

*1

STEVE
BARCDILI

I think I've been in the Jerome
Library a total of two times. Once
because I was bored. Again because I had to.
The first time I went in that
place, I roamed the bottom floor
in complete amazement. It is big,
and like I said before, I come
from a small town.
New Knoxville does have a library, though. This is no ordinary
library. This is a one-room library where the world is stored
away in books, magazines, and
ink-dirty newspapers. And by far,
the New Knoxville Library is my
favorite library. It's a library
where you won t find a computer
that tells you if they have a certain book there or not. Instead,
the library boasts of having a
small, light brown card catalog.
And if you can't find what you're
looking for in the card catalog,
don't worry. Just ask one of the
three librarians. They always
have the time to help, even if
they're not on duty.
It's a friendly little place where
they, on occasion, accidentally
forget about over-due charges,
because everything moves at a
slower pace than the outside
world.
People come and go. Some
come so they can listen to the music selection being played, which
is something old that puts heart

into your soul —something classical. Some come so they can curl
up in one of the soft, plushy chairs
to read an old, scratchy book.
And all go with a new selfassurance.
A self-assurance that says,
'Hey, if I get bummed out for
some reason, there's always a
place that will listen to me.
There's always a place that will
give me time to think.'
The second time I was in the
Jerome Library was for class. I
needed some type of article on
bulemia for psychology class. I
got the article. It was easy
enough to find after some polite
asking around. But the help I got
wasn't the same as the help I get
at the New Knoxville Library.
The help was friendly, but not
friendly. The help was informative, but not informative. I guess
it's a little hard to explain.
I'm sure, though, that if you
needed a place just to sit in quiet
thought the Jerome Library
would be the perfect place to go.
I'm sure if you wanted to you
could curl up in a soft, plushy
chair to read an old, scratchy
book. But can you say, 'Hey, if I
get bummed out for some reason
there's always a place that will
listen to me?
The Jerome Library is a great
Elace — don't get me wrong. They
ave I-don't-know-how-many
floors. They have computers.
They have gobs of magazines,
newspapers, and books — more
than anyone could ever possibly
read in one lifetime. They also
have the friendly, courteous help
you can find at the New Knoxville
Library. I think the big difference
is I didn't grow up with the Jer-

ome Library. I grew up with the
New Knoxville Library, and the
New Knoxville Library became
my friend.
And friends are important in
this life. I think that's my point. If
you don't have friends, then you
can't say, 'If I get bummed out
for some reason, I always have
some place that will listen to me.'
More importantly, if you don't
have friends you can't say, 'If I
get bummed out for some reason.
I always have someone that will
not only listen to me, but also give
me support in the struggle to survive in this world."
Surviving this world is what's
important. It's the only world
we ve got. Though you may hear
about murders, rapes, or even a
war somewhere, you have still
got to survive. Friends help.
Friends offer support when not
asked. Friends offer love without
reward, or asking for anything in
return. As that old cliche goes,
friends are forever.
Sometimes, though, I'm not too
sure about that cliche. Arguements ensue, fights emerge,
tempers rise, and the whole relationship between two good
friends can be brought down like
a building smashed by a wreckingball.
Friendship is work — hard
work. That's why I think that old
cliche should be changed. It
should be changed to 'Friendship
should be forever.' Just like the
New Knoxville Library should be
forever.
Steve BargdiU is somewhere off
in the distant Land of Oz.sous —
mean people that we are — at
The BG Newsmade him prewrite
stuff for occasions such as this.

and 94 percent wrote about females when cued with "he," "he
or she," "they," or "she" respectively. Yes, language shapes behavior, and the use of genderloaded language has influenced
the thinking of people for untold
generations. This does not mean
that we cannot try to do better.

the issues.
Jim is the only candidate who
supports a citizens review board
on which both students and
permanent residents will sit in
equitable numbers reviewing the
actions of city employees. This
plan will help end the string of
abuses the citizens of Bowling
Green have suffered at the hands
of a few misguided police officers.
Jim is also the only candidate
who supports equitable representation for students throughout
a city government overwhelmingly stacked against them.

letters to the Kclitor

Faces in
the crowd

'Her' and 'His'
should be 'Ours'

Mitch Henke, VCT professor from Ontario, O.
I think it will depend on
the turnout of the student
voters. If the student's concerns are sincere, then support from student voters
will make a difference.

What do you
think are the
student
candidates'
chances in
next week's
city elections?

The BG Newi/Kmrtn Bender

Debbie Owen, sophomore
VCT major from Madison,
O.
I believe the chances are
very good. I think it's time
for someone young and ambitious to get into the local
government. The students
on the Bowling Green campus are a large part of this
community and deserve a
voice in what happens.

Melissa Raber, senior
sport management major
from Foxboro, Mass.
If the students turn out to
support their peers, I think
the chances that they will be
elected is very good. The
students have a big voice in
this town but they don't
seem to realize it.

Matt Johnson, senior
RTVF major from
Brighton, Mich.
Its a put up or shut up situation. The campus population says that it wants more
of a voice in what happens
in the city, but if voter turnout is as poor as a USG election, there is no chance for a
student to win.

The BG News:
Letters and articles have appeared from time to time in this
newspaper questioning the value
of gender neutral or non-sexist
language in print. The value of
"he/she" or "her/his" is often
seen as awkward and in violation
of a grammatical rule for gender
neutral use of "he." Even recent
authors of important and scholarly books opt for the convenience
of this grammatical "rule."
There may be a certain awkwardness in attempting to write
with non-sexist language, an
awkwardness common to many
attempts at new ways of doing
things. Yet one wonders if any
real benefit might derive from a
gender-neutral approach. To
study this, Professor Janet Hyde
asked subjects in first, third, and
fifth grades and college to tell
stories in response to a cue sentence containing "he," "he or
she," "they," or (with some subjects) "she." The results indicated that 12 percent, 18 percent,
42 percent and 77 percent of the
stories, respectively, were about
females. Thus, when language reflected the inclusion of one gender, both, or another, students'
thinking varied occasionally.
Incidentally, college students
in two of my own classes here appear to be similarly influenced. I
asked 68 students to write stories
in response to cue sentences containing the same pronoun differences as in Hyde's study. Among
my (mostly female) students, 31
percent, 61 percent, 75 percent,

Richard Burke
Professor
Education Foundations Si Inquiry

Cheap shots, not
issues, dominate
The BG News:
In selling out to Wes Hoffman
and the city establishment,
Dwayne Sattler and his College
Republican cronies are using
mindless tricks to appeal to the
campus.
One example is using the word
"liberal" as a modifier of "Tinker" —the famous, vapid
"L-word." Will Mr. Sattler please
clarify for the campus what the
"liberal" view of greek housing
is? Good sidewalks? A thriving
downtown? Equitable representation?
Accusing Jim of being a "liberal" is like using "geriatric" in
front of Hoffman's name — and
even this unfair tactic is clearly
provable in contrast to Tinker's
alleged liberalism. Clearly Jim
Tinker is a moderate with bright,
innovative ideas.
Rather than use mindless prattle to sell out to the city's establishment —as the Republicans
have done — Tinker and his supporters would prefer to talk about

Jim supports building a greek
village on the unsightly Heinz
plant property and inviting
greeks to be even more a part of
the community, rather than scuttling them off to a distant part of
the city.
Jim supports bringing the entire community together for a
block party near Main Street to
raise money for a much-needed
west side community ice rink.
Neither of the other candidates
have touched this issue.
Jim has never asked anyone to
vote for him because he is a student. He has clearly shown himself qualified to anyone willing to
listen, and he stands as the clear
alternative for a city which has
drifted in mediocrity for too long.
Contrast this with the College
Republican opponents, who have
resorted to duty tricks to comSlete their sellout of Bowling
reen students.
David A. Lechner
Senior
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PACE THREE

Others relying on past; Tinker working on BG's future
The Bowling Green citizenry is
experiencing a periodic ritual —
the election of a new mayor. The
consequences may be substantial. A combination of factors, including massive cuts in federal
revenues for America's towns
and cities under current presidential administrations and the
depletion of government treasuries, has made it increasingly
difficult to maintain current
levels of basic social services.
From Boston to Fresno, local libraries have been closed, teachers have been fired, sanitation
services have been curtailed, and
Eolice and fire protection have
een jeopardized.
In an age when presidents are
apparently elected by defending
the flag, promising to incarcerate
Willie Morton, and proclaiming
"No new taxes," the prospect of
local relief through the meaningful restoration of federal revenuesharing is minimal. With state
governments helping less, it is increasingly coming to be up to
localities to determine whether
they can raise sufficient revenues
to maintain their essential services.
Most cities and towns have
hardly made up the shortfalls incurred by reduced levels of federal and state assistance. To be
sure, some might not have been
as diligent as they could have
been in attracting new businesses. But one city's gain, under
this logic, is another city's loss.
Moreover, even those localities

most exemplary at expanding
their tax bases and instituting
new levels of governmental efficiency have rarely been able to
meet the costs of containing increasing levels of crime, drug
abuse and catastrophic diseases
like AIDS.

qualities, and the city's leadership over the past decade has
proved that.
But these attributes will not be
sufficient to meet the increasingly serious revenue shortfalls
that we are now starting to experience despite the most diligent
efforts at attracting and mainThose who have followed news taining local businesses. To some
of Bowling Green governmental degree, at least, efforts are being
agencies closely will note that the made to erase red ink by subtly
combination of revenue shortfalls and unanticipated new ex(i i ST COLUMN
penses are beginning to become
Suite discernable (somewhere in
le neighborhood of $15 million in
red ink I. Unfortunately, the focus
thus far has been on the specific
and the immediate (e.g., the cost Lawrence J. Friedman
of a west side fire station or the Professor of History
need for a traffic light at a par- Distinguished University
ticular intersection). But as Professor
crime and drug traffic move with
increasing frequency along
Interstate 75 between Detroit and curtailing essential social serCincinnati, having already made vices, and this is bound to accelmajor incursions at nearby erate unless new practices are incommunities like Lima, there is stituted. Our problem, of course,
bound to be increasing recogni- is exacerbated by the tax-free
tion that our local problems are status of BGSU, the city's major
rooted in state and national if not Emblic institution. The unpleasanries and dangers common to
also global conditions.
more populous municipalities are
Consequently, if ever there bound to occur unless new initiawere a need for bold new thinking tives are undertaken. Although
on the local level, the time is now. all of Bowling Green's inhabiIn Bowling Green, the mayor tants will suffer as a result, a disoften sets the tone in mobilizing proportionate share will be inpublic opinion behind new initia- curred by lower income groups
tives. To perform this task effec- who do not live in our safer, more
tively, integrity, responsibility, affluent neighborhoods and who
and experience are important lack the funds to pay for books.

USG
Continued from page one.
According to former USG President Kevin Coughlin, the idea of a
student- serving evaluation book
had been considered for years at
the University. However, last
year was the first time it became
a campus-wide reality.

was definitely a need for some
type of review of our faculty,"
Coughlin said. "We had no way of
knowing before we signed up for
classes what to expect from certain instructors and certainly
what they expected from us/'
Coughlin said the feedback from
"We started it because there last year's book was generally

good except for a few "disgruntled faculty who don't like the
idea of being evaluated."

ing Green history.
Tinker has reminded me for
years that I have disparaged the
modern American political process to my students because it
tends to eschew specific issues of
basic importance and thrives on
simplistic slogans and shallow
media images. Tinker has also
remined me that my brother-inlaw, the two-term mayor of Irvine, Ca., initially won office by
discussing fundamental municiBl issues despite his young age.
rry Agran went on to make Irvine a safer, more ecologyconscious, and more cosmopolitan-planned community than
most other cities of 100,000 people; the affluent have had to pay
their fair share while racial and
religious minorities and students
have come to feel that Irvine is
their city too. After pressing me
on these matters, Tinker has
asked me for my vote and the
votes of like-minded faculty collegues. In the days before Nov. 5,
we must decide whether the gravity of our emerging crisis is such
that we should gamble on a bright
young man who lacks experience
but faces fundamental issues or
we shall vote for one of the more
traditional and demonstrably
competent major party candidates who have yet to face the issues squarely.

recreation, and health services as veteran candidates do not ask
public offerings recede in efforts whether our city tax structure
demands too little of the affluent
to meet budgetary deficits.
or question whether affordable
Neither Joyce Kepke nor Wes housing is moving beyond the
Hoffman can be ruled out as ef- reach of even the middle class.
fective leaders in the city crisis They do not voice concern with
that is beginnning to emerge. the longstanding pattern under
Both have been remarkably dedi- which many Jews and blacks who
cated and experienced public are employed in our city have
servants with thorough know- preferred to live and spend their
ledge of local finances and dollars in Toledo owing to disgovernmental services. What comfort with our decidedly Christroubles me is that when their tian and Caucasian political
discussions and election materi- structure. They do not place imals during the current mayoral mediate neighborhood problems
race have addressed substantive such as vandalism or a prospecissues at all, they have empha- tive 1st Ward student housing
sized governmental approaches complex in the context of a comof the past — how they have man- prehensive plan for city develaged and can purportedly contin- opment ana change. Indeed, I
ue to manage immediate budget- hear only one candidate for
ary shortfalls, how they have ad- mayor, 23-year-old Jim Tinker,
dressed specific exigencies of raising these and other such isrubbish collection, or how they sues. He is young and inexperienhave met particular short-term ced, and this has sometimes
deficits in other local services. troubled me, as when he has
Indeed, whereas Kepke at least raised the possibility of pushing
acknowledges the gravity of our wage increases for city emfast-approaching crisis, Hoffman ployees below five percent. But
is willing to settle for "fine tun- he also understands and frets
ing" of Bowling Green's purpor- over the unprecedented nature of
the problems that are emerging.
tedly "healthy economy."
For advice, he has sought out
lacking here are broad visions students, faculty, racial minorion how to be more effective, effi- ties, the old and the poor far more
cient and ethical internally with than any other candidate for
deceasing external support. Our mayor has done in recent Bowl-
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Although he has not yet seen
this year's edition, Coughlin said
he hopes the idea remains a part
of the University for several
years.

FALCON VOLLEYBALL VS. WESTERN MICHIGAN ... SATURDAY 7:00 PM!
Btmliif (ji-m Oftn TUtUr Prttutt

Re-Elect Jim Davidson
1st Ward City Councilman
Davidson Works for StudentsA record of accomplishment—not promises.
•Elected by students in 1989.
•Represented students against unethical treatment by landlords.
•Testified for students in court against landlords.
•Publicly critical of abusive landlord policies such as unfounded
retention of security deposits.

STUDENT
PRINCE

Paid lor by Davidsoa for Council Commlltrr. Alice Davldion Treasurer. 209 1. Evm. Bowling Green

The Selling: November 1966...The Women of Delia Gamma firsl held
their fall Wesiern dale party, taking fine men with them. ..
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If YOU can answer this question before the Jeopardy music
runs out then:
YOU SHOULD BE PART OF
COLLEGE BOWL
Sign-ups start Mon. Nov 4 in

the

office
KSi@
$10 per team of 4

$2.50 per individual
ANSWEP: Montreal Canadians. Toronto Maple Leats. Detroit Red Wings
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A. DANEMAN, KDIIOKIAI. EDITOR. 372-6966.
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Letters (com.)

The BG News:
I am a Delta Zeta sorority
member who, like hundreds of
students and permanent residents, walks along University
Lane (the small private lane between McFall Center and the
Windmill) every day. At night, I
often feared for my safety because of the darkness along that
drive. Past and present sorority
members, as well as others, had
tried for years to get something
done about the lack of lighting,
but nothing was ever accomplished.
Three weeks ago, Scott Ziance,
Ward One city council candidate,
approached our president, Heidi
Grunner, about a possible solution. Scott met with the appropriate city officials, then Scott
and Heidi approached the UniAfter a brisk nofiw) j*g,
enity i Nflf »f

versity Lane property owners.
Luckily, they found a cooperative
neighbor who had the same goal
in mind. The three worked
together, cooperating in order to
Last week, an article titled'
achieve their objective — a safe
University Lane for all. In just "Greek alcohol awareness
two weeks, they accomplished grows" was printed in The BG
what nobody had ever been able News. Within it was a short segto accomplish; they got a light in- ment about why the organization
Never Again was founded. Alstalled.
though there was nothing wrong
Now, because of the initiative with the article, there was nothof Scott Ziance and the coop- ing stated about who was responeration and hard work of the oth- sible for the deaths of Kevin Ross
ers, I no longer feel unsafe when and Steve Hanna. Since then, I
walking along University Lane at have been approached by many
night. It's hard to describe how Kople asking who was at fault for
e accident — who was driving
reassuring it is to know that I am
under the influence of alcohol. I
safe.
I wish Scott Ziance the best of feel it should be known that Kevin
luck on his election bid; he has and Steve were killed by a drunk
already proven he can accom- driver while on their way to Ft.
Lauderdale, Fla., for spring
plish our goals.
break. According to the North
Carolina Highway Patrol, on
Amy Scott
March 9, 1985, Kevin and Steve
Senior
were struck head-on at 3:30 a.m.
Criminal Justice
by a vehicle traveling north in the
southbound lane of 1-77. The car
was traveling approximately 80
mph and the driver did not have
his headlights on. Twelve empty
beer cans were found in the
offender's car and police reportHSA HSA HSA HSA HSA ed that his blood alcohol content
registered .23, which is more than
twice the legal limit. Steve and
Kevin had not been drinking.

about the consequences of drinking and driving. Since its founding in 1985, the organization has
acquired campus-wide support
and is open to all who believe in
its cause.

Memory of Ross,
Hunna honored

Ziance will light
up your life, too

Jason Endlish
President
Never Again

Davidson proven
student candidate
On Tuesday. Nov. 5, citizens
representing trie first ward who
bothered to register to vote will
have an opportunity to retain an
outstanding city council member
in Jim Davidson. Davidson has
earned a reputation of working
for students' interests through his
service in Bowling Green city
government. After he was elected
in 1989 by an overwhelming number of students, he represented
many of those same voters
against unethical treatment by
landlords.

The BG News

HSA HSA HSA HSA HSA

HONORS
STUDENT
ASSOCIATION
WHAT IS HSA?
HSSA Provides all BGSU students with
opportunities to broaden their horizons through
alternative learning experiences and interaction
with other students, faculty, and administrators.

CAN I JOIN HSA?
YES, anyone can join HSA! There are no
membership requirements
Yearly dues are '10.00
Come to the Honors Office in 231 Administration
Bldg. or call 372-8504 for more information ond to
discuss what is ahead in 1991-1992 and how you
can be involved in HSA.
Deadline for dues is Nov. 8. 1991

HSA - More Than Meets The Eye.

Although Jim Davidson is not a
student, he has testified for students in court against fraudulent
landlords and publicly criticized
their policies involving unfounded retention of security deposits.
Furthermore, Davidson is the
only member of city council that
strongly advocates the implementation of a citizens review
board as a fair and impartial
body to review city complaints.

Kevin Ross and Steve Hanna
were involved, well-respected
scholars at the University. Both
Kevin and Steve were active
members of Pi Kappa Phi fraternity, as well as other campus organizations and honorary societies. The deaths of these two
young men had such a tremendous impact on the brothers of Pi
Kappa Phi and the BGSU greek
community, they wanted to make
sure that a tragedy such as this
would never happen
again...Never Again.

Those of us who have lived in
Bowling Green for three or four
years know that Jim Davidson
has a record of accomplishment
— not forgotten promises. If you
are registered to vote and live on
campus or within the first ward
boundaries, I urge you to vote for
Jim Davidson on Tuesday, Nov.

Never Again's purpose is not to
condemn nor condone the consumption of alcohol, but to promote awareness in high schools,
on campus and in communities

D.

Alex Teodosio
Grad Student
Public Administration

Greek Week Spaghetti Dinner
Days Inn in Bowling Green
November 3,1991 4-7 p.m.
Door prizes

ALL YOU CAN EAT FOR $4.00

preme Court into a bastion of
conservatism. But hey, we won
the Cold War and sure did kick
some Iraqi butt!
So while more than 400,000
unemployed Americans exhaust
their federal assistance: school
tuition skyrockets while financial
aid falls through the floor; our
schools, infrastructure and social
welfare system crumbles,
George Bush has fulfilled a longkept promise to the American
people in the form of Clarence
Thomas. He is undoubtedly the
most qualified man for the job
because the president says he is
— just ask all the southern Democrats who voted to confirm
Thomas: senators Shelby, Fowler, Nunn, Breux, Johnson, Robb
and Hollings. I'm sure they were
overwhelmed by his experience
on the bench (two years in Federal Court in D.C....oooh!
aaaah!) and not by his status as a
minority, seeing as they have a
reelection coming up and need
just alittle bit of minority support.
"If the president nominated
him, then he's quaaalified...."
Scary statement. When we start
accepting everyrthing our
leaders do without question, the
entire framework of this country
will fall. Doesn't anyone see
what's happening here? Doesn't
anyone even care anymore? Take
a real hard look, America — it is
not very pretty.

Questioning why
no one questions
A strange thing happened at
work last night. I relieve my political stance finally found a
niche, and, for the first time, I
really see what the last 12 years
has done to the country I call
home.
I was sitting in my office at
work, leafing through a news
magazine when I came upon an
article addressing the recent
nomination of Clarence Thomas
to the Supreme Court of the
United States. Voicing my opinion on the subject, I said, "They
sure could have picked a more
experienced candidate for the
job."
My colleague at work responded, ''What do you mean — better
qualified? If President Bush
nominated him, then he's qualified to do whatever the president
sees fit."
Granted, my colleague was
merely stating her personal opinion about the issue, but it gave me
cause to think. Just how much
has the American public been indoctrinated to accept what our
leaders say as truth? In 1980, we
elected a president who promised
to bring forth a conservative Supreme Court and balance the federal budget. Since then, we have
seen a deficit of more than $1 trillion (Have you ever thought
about just how much $1 trillion
is? It's staggering) and the definite metamorphosis of the Su-

Russell Kahler
Junior
Political Science

Tinker nemesis of bad government
Imagine a society in which all
your complaints about the police
were heard not by an independent
and impartial review board, but
by the police themselves. Sounds
like something from the pre-glastnost Soviet Union or Nazi
Germany? Try modern day Bowling Green.
If you were mistreated by the
Klice, your only way to fight
ck would be to complain to a
representative from tne police
station. (Unless, of course, you
had the time and money to go to
court.) In an ideal Bowling
Green, there would be an independent committee to register
your complaints with. This board

would then have the power to take
action in regard to your complaints against the police, or any
other branch of government ser- vice.
Thankfully, mayoral candidate
Jim Tinker wants to implement a
citizen's review board. Tinker's
review board will protect all
Bowling Green residents from
government harassment.
Today, Jim Tinker is a candidate for mayor. On Nov. 5, let's
make him mayor-elect.
Brad Hebeler
Sophomore
Undecided

Re-Elect

SUE
CLARK
Bowling Green City Schools
BOARD OF EDUCATION

HSA HSA HSA HSA HSA HSA HSA HSA HSA HSA

"Your Advocate For Excellence"

NEXT VICTIM PLEASE!

KEPKE
FOR
MAYOR

Politic*! AdvwMamanl Paw tor Oy Comma* to E»ct Suo Cfcrt;
Jan. Row. irara.. \MA2 KtoptonaWi Hd.. Boxing Qiwn. OH
41402

WBOU
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100% Pi

EriK Pupillo and Jose
Garcia hit the airwaves
with pre-game show at
1:00 pm on Saturday.

cu p.

roareSSiue

18 & over with valid ID

BG VERSUS MIAMI ON WBGU 88.1 FM

at
^

Dear Voter,
The residents of Bowling Green expect prompt
and well trained responses when they call for
ambulance, fire and police assistance.

JfflSffik

As your elected representative I have voted for:
>t- increasing the number of trained
paramedics
jf New fire and police facilities
replacement of old ambulances
and fire trucks
j± new 911 equipment
JL continued training for all safety
personel
♦ the implementation of the DARE
program

As your mayor I will stress prevention - drugs,
fire, and accident prevention - and insist that
our safety personnel are professional in all their
contacts with the public.

Monday Nites
The Cutting Edge
of Rock
ADMIT ONE 382-1876 Doors open at 8pm

HOWARD'S club H
210 N. Main

352-9951

HOMEWRECKERS

SHOOTOUT
Saturday November 2, 1991
9:30-12:30
At the Student Rec Center

Friday Nov. 1 & Saturday Nov. 2
18-20 Welcome
$2.00 cover after 9:30
21 and Over
SI.00 cover after 9:00

HOURS:
MOD.-Sat.:

Don't forget to bring
your student I.D.

Noon 'til 2:30 a.m.
Sunday: 2:00 p.m. 'til 2:30 a.m.

* Mini-Pitchers Every Day*

Campus
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Festival promotes math careers
by Tracey Gidich
coniribuling reporter

While many students consider
the rigors and figures of calculus
a less-than-favorable graduation
requirement, others look at math
as a welcome challenge and future career.
Faculty members and University students fitting the latter description will spend time helping
high school students investigate
how University programs in
mathematics can fit into their future.
The University's eighth annual
Mathematics Festival will be
from 9 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. on Sat-

urday in the Mathematical Sciences Building.
"The Math Festival intends to
increase students' awareness in
the role of math in their lives and
to invite them to study with us,"
said Waldemar Weber, associate
professor of mathematics and
statistics. "Math is the key to
success in many career endeavors."
"The purpose of the day is to
promote interest in students to
enroll in math classes," said Jeri
Nichols, assistant professor of
mathematics and statistics. "The
design of the festival is to give
students an idea of the trends in
math and technology."
Several University faculty

members will give presentations
at the festival.
Nichols will discuss the importance of technology in learning
calculus, and Neal Carothers, associate professor of mathematics
and statistics, will speak on linear programming and its application in business and the social
sciences.
Carothers said he sees the
Mathematics Festival as a way to
"get high school students interested in math, and to perhaps
consider adding a few extra math
courses."
University students Malcomb
Shrimplin and Angie Baumgard,
representing Kappa Mu Epsilon
mathematics honor society, and

Gary Rensi, representing both
Mu Sigma Rho statistics honor
society and Applied Statistics
Operations Research, will participate in an informal panel discussion.
They will field questions concerning mathematical careers,
the benefits of math in today's job
market, and will "give students a
feel for what it's like to be a math
major," Rensi said.
Two aspsects of the program
are new to the festival tlus year —
a math competition and the filming of a video for the promotion of
the department.
The competition is open to all
schools participating in the festival.

Faculty grades evaluation book
by Kirk Pavelich
student government reporter

Undergraduate Student Government's new Faculty and Course Evaluation booklet has thus far received mixed reviews from the faculty at the University.
The News conducted a telephone survey of faculty members featured in the book to get their opinions on USG's current evaluation
process. The following is a sample of what they had to say.
Thomas Attig, philosophy department chairperson: "I think it's not
such a bad idea at all, but I have concerns about the sample sizes. If
they're anything like the sample sizes from last year the information
just can't be reliable."
Paul Endres, chemistry professor: "I think the idea is good, but I
don't like the current implementation. The problem is that typically
you've got things like classes of 500 people with 12 responses. The results that you get are absolutely meaningless."
Tracey Honeycutt, management instructor: "I would say it s a good

POLICE
Continued from page one.
The University's 14 police officers are all white, although at
least one police administrator is
black.
When contacted after the meeting, Dennerll said he wasn't sure
how to respond to the demands
because they were read too
quickly for him to write down.
Dennerll openly wondered if the
fraternity was purposely taking
these demands to the media before fully discussing the matter
with him.
In a news release, Garrett said
black greeks will organize a
protest over the issue if their demands are not met.
Dennerll said complete accuracy is difficult to expect from an
officer in a difficult situation.
"I would not want to sit here
and second-guess what my officer

said or did not see," Dennerll
said. "When you arrive at the
scene of something like that, you
don't really know until you sort
the thing out."
He added that he would be
much more concerned about the
matter if the fraternity had said
no fight had occurred at all. He
called the debate a question of
numbers and said he was open to
discuss the matter at any time.
Garrett said incidents like
these give his fraternity and all
black greeks a bad image within
the University community.
The August dance is not the
first time the University police's
crowd-counting ability has come
into question. Black leaders have
challenged police reports of a
"400-person riot" at a Lenhart
Grand Ballroom dance last year.

idea. It would help if they got more students to participate, but I don't
know how they could do that."
Keith Mulbery, business education instructor: "I think the basic
idea is good, but considering that only eight people out of 74 of my stu-

really good idea. I nave no problem with student feedback on faculty
at all."
, „
Dennis Anderson, political science associate professor: "I think if
it's done right, it's a good idea."
Suzanne Bergeron, economics instructor: "They're better than last
year, but I don't see why they don't follow up on their students that
they survey."
Steve Hesske, English instructor: "It's a terrible book. They need to
can the book and work on getting departments to publish the results of
their surveys."
Karl Schurr, biology professor: "Really, we're probably putting too
much in this. It is a student opinion survey having nothing to do with
teaching or learning."
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PARENTS WEEKEND IN ONE WEEK ... MAKE PLANS WITH MOM & DAD NOW!
Studman & Sober
Chalk & A Hell Date
Mutu & The Monkey Woman
Slinky & The Olrt Devil
Bern & Megan
Cralg & Klmmy
Root & Allison
Gag & Kristi
Vince & The Wookie
OOmpa & Tara
Yahoo & The Ranger Team
Toonees & Tabby
Vldal & Scoop
Bob & Stephanie
A.J. & Elizabeth
Jam & The Mrs.
Schwab & Audra
Haus & Piece
Alb & Trlcla
Bo & Foos
Chip & Favor-Cravor
Al & His Jeep
B.D. & The Girl He Suckered
Nama & His Babysitter

John & Kelly
Mark & Melinda
Kop & K
Marcus & April
Brad & Beth
Bumble & Devry
Pampers & Huggies
Major & the rug he weaves
The Baer & Susan
Mojo & Joyce
Muck & Adrienne
Sunshine & Rainbow
Big Daddy & Kim
Danny Boy & Want Some Candy

Jon & Bubbi
Eggnog & Jenneca
Ed & his drill sargeant
Chakka & Dawn
Hell & Bear
Birddog & Your Date
FOB & Kari
Grayem & Becca
Bottger & Trichberry
Hogan & A Hellion
Steve & Heather
Matt & Denise
George & Cooler
Dan & Daisy Duke

Blakley & One Lucky Freshman
Chude & Sloth
Chubby & Sara
Barry "O" & a mouse
Tonto & The Squaw
King Rich & the Oueen
Twayne & Anyone Able
Late Night & Feelings
Lope & Wonder Jodl
Squirrel & AGD
Permis & Some Unlucky Participant
Eric & Mis KIA
Grit & Martine
Corrdog Y Miss Hades 1989
Mr. & Mrs. Lucifer

Local
The BG News
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Ash reappointed to Ohio
investigation commission
Police Chief Galen Ash has been
appointed to the Ohio Organized
CT ations Commission for a third
time.

"Chief Ash has been on the
Suiel since it was first formed on
ct. 3,1986," Votava said. "He is
an original member."

Gov. George Voinovich appointed Ash to the panel for a
three-year term ending Sept. 3,
1994. According to Capt. Thomas
Votava, Ash has been an active
member of the panel for six
years.

The seven-member commission, which consists of two chiefs,
two sheriffs, two county prosecutors and Attorney General
Lee Fisher, investigates criminal
activity in Ohio and cooperates
with federal agencies in sup-

pressing those activities, Ash
said.

from the University Bookstore
Wednesday morning. He returned the book and admitted
that he intended to steal it, police
said. The student will be referred
to the office of Standards and
Procedures for disciplinary action.
■Craig Dixon, Plain City, was
cited for drug abuse Tuesday
night, police said.
■Perry Tatonetti, Middlefield,
was cited for possession of drug
paraphernalia Tuesday night,
police said.

■Mark Breisch, Dayton, was
cited for drug trafficking Tuesday night, police said.
■A resident of Thurstin Street
reported that her car was egged
and keyed while parked in her
apartment complex lot Tuesday
afternoon, police said.
■Adegboyega ola Olayinka
Ayo-Ola, Detroit, was cited for
forgery on an Elder-Beerman
credit card application Tuesday
afternoon, police said.

1,1991

Police, firefighters
receive help
by Jackie Rosepal

According to Ash, the commission has a multijurisdictional
Eirivilege which allows the force
o oversee other states as the
crime "travels."
The commission has been very
successful in solving the crimes
that are appointed to the panel,
Ash said.

Police Blotter
■University police recovered a
vehicle stolen from Toledo and
abandoned in University Lot 6
Wednesday night, police said.
■ A small amount of marijuana
was confiscated from residents of
Conklin Hall Wednesday afternoon, police said. No further information has been given.
■Scott Coleman, 560 Frazee
Ave. #4, was cited for disorderly
conduct early Wednesday morning, police said.
■ A student was apprehended
when he attempted to steal a book

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER

police reporter

The Bowling Green Citizens' Committee recently recommended the addition of 14 police
officers and eight firefighters to the departments' current staffs for this year.
The committee — which was appointed by the
city's Transportation and Safety Committee —
was set up to recommend the appropriate levels
of both tire and police services tor Bowling
Green and to determine how to implement and
fund the additions.
The citizens' subcommittee to study police
approved Police Chief Galen Ash's proposal of
14 new police officers to the force Oct. 17, Smith
said.
The committee also approved the addition of
eight firefighter/emergency medical technicians out of the 12 requested by Fire Chief Joe
Burns.
The citizens' committee was split into two
groups — one to study police needs and the other
to study fire needs, Municipal Administrator
Colleen Smith said. Both groups met in late October to present their reports to the whole committee.

The committee's recommendations do not automatically mean the departments will get the
added workers, however.
The committee will provide a full report Nov.
18 to the Transportaion and Safety Committee,
which will take the proposal under further study
before passing recommendations on to City
Council, Smith said.
Based on statistics from the past years, the
committee did not see a need for the addition of
a new fire station on the west side of the city's
train tracks, but believed the situation should be
reviewed again in five years, Smith said.
The main concern for the need of a west side
station was the potential of a fire truck getting
stopped on the east side of the tracks by a train.
However, that situation hardly ever occurs,
Ash said.
The committee recommended both the additional police and fire officials be phased in over
a five-year period, she said.
The committee also proposed the revenues to
pay for the added staff members be generated
by an additional income tax which could be put
to voters on the May ballot. Smith said.

^Jhe Poilowina local churched invite

y % to attend the church of uour
choice this week

Active Christians Today

The Alliance Church

\[ alhiiu) in the jLiakt

1161 Napoleon Road
352-3623

ofJJu WoJ
Fellowship Meeting - Tuesday 7:00 PM
Alumni Room - 3rd Floor Student Union
Call 352-6486

University Lutheran Chapel
1124 East Wooster
352-5101
Sunday Worship 10:30am

A STUDENT CONGREGATION
Sponsored by Lutherans
OPEN TO EVERYONE

Bring your parents to
our special service at
10:30 and free lunch at
11:30 on Nov. 10!

Sunday:
8:15am, 10:30am: Worship Service
9:30am: Sunday School
6:00pm: Jr. & Sr. Youth Meeting
Wed., 7:00pm: Prayer, Bible Study & Children's Classes
Nursery provided for all public services (except 8:15am Sunday Worship).

To participate in the next
Church Directory page,
contact:
Shari Riffle
372-2605

Church of the Nazarene

Are you interested in your spirituality?

Janice & Alan Duce, Pastors

Maranatha! Community Church*
1015 Revere Drive 353-8781

Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Worship 11:00 a.m.
Sunday Evening 6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Bible Study 7:00p.m.
'Rides Available call 352-2289

St. Mark's Lutheran Church
315 S. College
Worship: 8:30am, 11:00am
Sunday School: 9:45am
Senior Pastor Edward G. Walden
Bart R. Muller
/ ( i want to make uou feel wl.com* in Cjodi familu.

Sunday School
9 15am
Worship 10.30 am
Pastor, Dr. Jim Stewart
Trinity United Methodist Church
Corner Court & Summit
Bowling Green, Onio
Phone; 353-9031
• EVERYONE WELCOME -

Sundays: 9:15 a.m. Fellowship/Study
113:30 a.m. Worship. 6:00 p.m. Family Fellowship
Wednesday: 7:00 p.m. Indepth Bible Study & Cadet Club
(age 4 - 6th grade)

* A Missionary Church seeking to serve and
giving you a place to serve.

FCGS (Faiowrip of arson Graouae
Sudanis) For intomaMn at 352-8483

FCS (Fekmshp of Cmsian Smdemsl
Tues 7 00 pm n Ire Faculty Lounge
BOSUSUentUnon
For rtonraun cat. 354-1206 oi 352-1790

Sponsored by

Govenant Church
Bowling Green

116SH*.kiniRd . Bowling Cram, OH 43402 a*}!9/3524483

Sunday Worship -10:00 a.m.

R«v James P. Barth, Sr. Pastor
Rev George M. Loper, Assoc Pastor

S£et's Qet L^cquaiwted
afid

749 Wintergardcn Road
Bowling Green, OH 43402
(419) 352-0417

Rev. Ken Young

SkaltA

Paslor

St. Aloysius Catholic Church
Corner of South Summit & Clough
352-4195
Saturday Worship - 5:30 p.m.
Saturday Sacrament Penance - 4:00 p.m.
Sunday Morning Worship - 8:00 a.m., 10:00 a.m., 12 noon

Seventh - Day Adventist Church

Catholic?

331 South Enterprise, Bowling Green

Join us at St. Thomas More,
your University Parish.

Saturday 9:15 a.m. - 12 noon

"My people are destroyed for lack of knowledge."
Hosea 4:6
"Come worship as Jesus did; in spirit and truth."
John 4:23
Join us on the Lord's true Sabbath day.

Village View Church of Christ
801 W. Poe Rd.. Bowling Green
352-0371/Minister Gary B. Double
Sunday School - 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship - 10:30 a.m.
Sunday Evening Worship - 6:30 p.m.
Midweek Bible Study - Wednesday 7:00 p.m.
Youth Meeting (all ages) - Wednesday 6:45 p.m.
"Restoring the Church of the New Testament
In the New Testament way."

Man Schedule
1991 ■ 1992
Saturday 5:00 p.m.
Sunday
10:00 a.m.
11:30 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
St. Thorn*. More University P.rl.h
425 ThurMtn. PO Box 87 - Bowling Green. OH 43402 - Phone (419) 352-7555

University Lutheran Chapel
1124 East Wooster
352-5101
Sunday Worship 10:30am
A STUDENT CONGREGATION
Sponsored by Lutherans
OPEN TO EVERYONE

Bring your parents to
our special service at
10:30 and free lunch at
11:30 on Nov. 101
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TOXIC
D Continued from page one.
he said.
Measurements of low-level
radioactive waste can by done
with hand-held instruments,
while higher-level radioactive
waste can be measured with remote control devices in sealed
areas, Dunlavy said.
While concerns about radioactive waste are substantiated,
Johnson said low-level radiation
can be found anywhere.
Johnson said low-level radiation can range from Potassium-40 to the dials on glowin-the-dark watches.
Even people who are physically
near each other exchange a
small, safe amount of radiation,
Johnson said.
He demonstrated there is radiation everywhere by turning on a
Geiger counter in his office and
showing the low positive readings.
University biological sciences
professor Lee Meserve said even
brick walls produce small
amounts of radiation.
People flying at high altitudes
in airplanes are also exposed to
small levels of radiation if they
are flying above the Earth's
protective ozone.
When low-level radioactive
waste is removed from campus,
Johnson said the waste is disposed of in a landfill or incinerated.
Dunlavy said the most efficient
disposal methods are putting the
waste in ground disposal units.
Two ground disposal methods
include putting the waste in
ground disposal containers above
or below ground, he said. Each
has benefits.
Dunlavy said underground disposal allows extra protection
provided by dirt, while aboveground disposal allows for easier
monitoring.
The most efficient disposal locations are ones with sound natural barriers, Dunlavy said. The
facility should not be near a flood
plain so the waste cannot get into
the natural and municipal water
supply, he also said.
The facilities also have to be
regularly monitored for leaks and
the waste should be easily remo-

"When you mention radiation, people hit the
panic button. This is not glow in the dark
stuff."
— Wood County Health Department
environmental director Larry Sorrells,
vable if there are problems, Dunlavy said.
All low-level radioactive waste
disposal operations are under the
direction of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, he added.
If the substance has a low halflife, it also can be stored until it
decays itself to a non-toxic substance, Johnson said.
Another disposal alternative is
mixing low-level radioactive material with liquids such as alcohol
— turning the mixture into a nontoxic liquid, Johnson said.
The non-toxic liquid can then be
disposed of like all other nontoxic liquids, he said.
While a low-level radioactive
waste disposal site has not been
chosen in Ohio, Sorrells said the
decision should not be put off until
the last minute.
"Places are still generating the
waste, and it does have to go
someplace," State Rep. Randall
Gardner said. "It could accumulate."
Gardner said there have been
no decisions made on where the
waste should be disposed — or if
Ohio will become a disposal site.
Some Ohio legislators have said
Ohio should drop out of the
Midwest Interstate Low-level
Radioactive Waste Commission
or form a new compact with other
states, Gardner said.
Mike Dawson, general executive assistant to Gov. George
Voinovich, said dropping out of
the commission is not an alternative because legislators would
nave to repeal Ohio law to drop
from the commission — plus the
state would have to construct a
faculty for Ohio-only waste disposal.
Before a low-level radioactive
waste disposal site is chosen, Sor-

rells said, experts will have to evaluate why or why not the site
should be situated in Ohio and
look for an area where the waste
can be dumped safely.
Then the group will have to
study the potential dumping site
to decide if the area is sate to
store low-level radioactive waste,
he said.
Ohio officials have not begun
the process of finding a disposal
site for the waste because they
originally did not expect to dispose of waste for another 20
years, Dawson said.
One potential dumping ground
which has been mentioned by
non-legislators, Sorrells said, is a
salt mine near Cleveland.
A salt mine may be the safest
potential dumping ground, he
said, but it may not be well
received because there are high
densities of people living in the
area.
Because this area is in a flood
Klain and is in the old Lake Erie
cd, Northwest Ohio is not a
likely spot for waste disposal.
Likely disposal sites will not
be:
• in areas near the Great Lakes
or other water areas such as
rivers or smaller lakes;
• highly populated areas; or
• low elevation areas because of
water contamination fears, or
high areas because of water runoff dangers.
Likely disposal sites could be in
plain areas or in a high ground
mining area such as an old salt
mine.
Dawson said Ohio will not be
able to construct an environmentally-safe disposal structure until
1996 at the earliest.

+ American Red Cross

Please give blood

* " Nmm*> N°™>

It Ain't Easy Being Green

Dressed as the Jolly Green Giant, associate professor Joe Williford Jr. carries tests from a food and
nutrition 207 class near Moseley Hall with bis assistant Savltha Vaidyanatha Thursday afternoon.
Williford has been dressing up for Halloween and offering bonus points to his students who dress up
for his class for the past 10 years.

Do Your Part...RECYCLE!

WES

HOFFMAN

^L

^T

FOR
MAYOR

FALCON SWARM INVADES THE SOO!

A Candidate For All Reasons

JMGU

CM1 m HBKH on
seam AT i-too-Ms-2345

Forget the 8 hour roadtrip-catch BG and Lake
Superior at 7:15 Friday and Saturday nights.
FALCON vs. LAKERS - ON WBGU 88.1 FM

AMERICAN
'CANCER
SOOETY-

t

IGNIB fat CHOCS!

ELECT
YOUR
NEIGHBOR

r

Political Advertisement. Paid for by Hoffman for Mayor Committee. Bob Latta Treasurer. 139 E Court St.. Suite C. P.O.
Box 484. Bolwmg Green. Ohio 43402

DI-.SKiNAIhU DRIVER PARTICIPANT

HOWARD'S

JL

SUNDAY

CON*lWN?IAt HlAlTHCARl (OR WOMIN

• Abortion through
17 weeks
• Morning after
treatment

FULL-TIME
POSITIVE /\LEAD ERSHIP FOR BOWLING GREEN!

210 N MAIN

MONDAY

TUESDAY

NOVEMBER
1991

PROUD TO
BE PRO-CHOICE

419-352-9951

FRIDAY

WEDNESDAY THURSDAY

HOURS: M0N-SAT: NOON TIL 2:30AM &
SUNDAY 2:00 PM 'TIL 2:30 AM 365 DAYS

SATURDAY

HOMEWRECKERS

16 N. Huron
Toledo. Oh. 43604

Phone
(419) 255-7769 or
1-800-589-6005

TERRY DAVIDSON S THE BEARS
12

10

WSA

Costume
Contest

20

X GERALDINE
JENSEN

21

COUNCIL AT LARGE

Paid lor by
Committee to elect
Jensen lor Council-at-Large
-John Quinn. Chair
Alike Slbbersen, Treas.

16

26

25
21 and
over $1.00
cover after
9:30

27

Wild-n-tfoolly

22

23

RIZZO

Terropin
Wedge
24

15

BL I T Z E N

Welcome
$2.00 Cover
After 9:30
18

Free
Refreshments

14

18-21

Supports Recycling

Fri. Nov. I
9 p.m. 1 a.m.

13

28

»

30

KENNY REEVES
& the Hansen Brothers

Sports
The BG News
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372-2602.
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Orlando resigns as tennis coach VB begins title
Takes "one of top positions in nation" at Michigan State run this weekend
by Mimi Ordonlo
sports writer

Men's tennis coach Gene Orlando resigned on Wednesday
after accepting the head coaching
job at Michigan
State, according to sources
at the school's
athletic department.
Orlando, 26,
will immediately replace
Jim Frederick,
who resigned
after two years Orlando
of coaching the Spartans.
"We are very impressed with
Gene's credentials," Michigan
State athletic director George
Perles said. "He won the position
over an outstanding pool of candidates."
Both Orlando and Perles think
the Spartans could challenge for
the Big Ten championship.
Orlando said, I consider the
MSU job to be one of the top positions in the nation."

"With our excellent facility and
Gene's ability to recruit, our program's goal will be the Big Ten title in the near future," Perles
said.
Orlando said the decision to
leave was a tough one, but factors
other than emotions led him to
East Lansing. The indoor courts
and MSU's facilities in general
were the biggest contributors.
"Everyone is really shocked,"
captain Todd Koehler said. "The
team members hate to see Gene
leave. They came to BG because
of him. We understand why he's
leaving, though, because it is a
big opportunity for his career and
where he wants to go."
During Orlando's career at BG,
he compiled a 31-40 record, including a tally of 12-12 his first
season. The Falcons were 6-15 the
previous year.
Orlando graduated from Ball
State with a degree in physical
education. He was a member of
the tennis team at BSU that won
the Mid-American Conference title all four years he played. His
career record there was 91-40 in
singles and 97-23 in doubles.
According to a source at the BG

by Steve Seaily

-j "Everyone is really shocked.
The team members hate to see
Gene leave. They came to BG
because of him."

sports writer

The volleyball team begins
what it hopes is a stretch run
to the Mid-American Conference title this weekend as
they host their long-time
nemesis Western Michigan
tomorrow at 7 p.m. and Notre
Dame on Sunday at 4 p.m.
"The conference match is
the one we are focused on,"
said head coach Denise Van
De Walle. "We think it will be
a good match."
The Falcons are currently
18-3 overall and deadlocked
with Miami atop the conference with a 9-1 record.
Western is nestled in third
with a 5-3 mark (1W overall).
BG's lone league defeat came
at the hands of Western earlier this year in a game the
Falcons felt they could have
won.
"We played good the first
time we played them," said
coach Denise Van De Walle.

— Todd Koehler, men's tennis
captain
athletic department, a search for
a replacement has begun.
a L
Amid the coaching change, BG
will travel to powerhouse Northwestern this weekend in a dual
match.
Although he already resigned,
Orlando's goal is to see the Falcons beat the Big Ten squad.
"Defeating teams such as
Northwestern is one of the team
goals," he said. "BG has to keep
improving and working on these
goals and to keep the attitude that
the program is continuing on.
"It would be a credit to the
members of the team to play

through the adversity that was
dealt them."
Koehler said: "The whole situation might be more of a boost to
play better for ourselves, for the
team, and even for Gene. We will
win for all of those reasons."
Both teams will be out for
revenge as they each participated in the Ball State Invitational two weeks ago. Koehler
beat the Wildcats number one
player, Giora Payes, 6-2,7-6(7-5).
Payes was ranked 52nd in the
country at the time.
In Evanston. freshman Bob
Zumph will return to the lineup
after sitting out for two weeks.

"We just lost control of the
match and then broke down."
In addition to the immediate ramifications of the
match. Western's dominance
of the Brown and Orange
lingers as a motivating factor
in the minds of the Falcon
players.
"We feel we are playing
good volleyball now," said
Van De Walle. "We believe
we can win. Western was
picked to win the MAC while
we were selected to finish
2nd. This makes it a big
match. In addition, they were
the only team to beat us in
MAC play."
After tomorrow's potential
barn-burner, BG must return
to action on Sunday and encounter a 10-6 Fighting Irish
squad that features some big
hitters, not to mention some
prestigious tradition.
Notre Dame is ranked 13th
in the NCAA Mideast Regional Poll while the Falcons
occupy the 7th slot in the
same poll.

Cross country teams hoping for success in MAC meet
In Matt Kant/
sports writer

After over a month of frustrating illnesses and
injuries, the women's cross country team is still
looking for a healthy squad.
Last week, the women, minus captain Andrea
Rhombes, finished a disappointing sixth in the
Central Collegiate Meet with a score of 179.
Twelfth-place finisher Cheri Triner, still recovering from a nagging flu bug, led the Falcons in a
time of 18:52.
"We were not satisfied with our finish. Andrea
was at a wedding and we missed her very much,"
head coach Steve Price said. "Triner is close to being full strength again after some illnesses and
she's really bounced back well.

"Rhombes has looked real good this week and
most of our team is back to full strength."
But there will still be some headaches for the
Falcons this week as they compete in the MidAmerican Conference Championships tomorrow.
Cathy Myers, who is anemic, will not be full
strength along with Teresa Guy, who has a hip
problem.
"Our first four girls look real good," Price said.'
But now someone is going to have to step up as our
fifth girl. It could be Lynn Santora, or Myers, or
Jennifer Frehn or even Guy."
According to Price, the team to beat tomorrow
will be Miami, who defeated BG 19-40 during the
season. Ball State and Ohio also will be strong contenders. Price said he hopes to finish in the top
half.

As for this year's season, Price expressed pleasant surprise at the team's performance.
"With the people we had, considering all the
walk-ons, I think we did real well," Price said. "It
was not as good as I would want, but a lot of our
runners ran quite well this year. The future looks
bright."
On the men's side, the future is now, as the team
is trying to bounce back from a frustrating month
of injuries and poor performances.
"We've been struggling physically," head coach
Sid Sink said. "Having the weekend off came at the
right time for us. We needed to get back together.
Irs been a frustrating last month. It was a very
good first five weeks, then things fell apart. It can
still be a successful season if we turn things around
tomorrow."

The team finished seventh in the Central Collegiates, with Todd Black leading the charge with a
fifth-place finish followed by Keith Madaras who
finished 11th.
Tomorrow's MAC meet will be close and much
will depend on how BG's back runners finish.
"We need our third, fourth and fifth guys running better," Sink said. "It's such a close meet
that we could be running for first if we run well,
but we could be at the bottom if don't.
"I think Keith and Todd are ready for some good
races at the end, hut we need the whole team running well. This is when we have to do it, and hopefully we're ready."

Falcon swimmers tomorrow

Seniors,
Do You
Have
Your
Time?

sports writer

Some swim teams take their
early season meets lightly, but
that s not the case for the BG
swim teams. They face off
against Cincinnati and Wright
State at Cooper Pool tomorrow at
2 p.m. Neither teams will be
push-overs for the Falcons.
"We never schedule teams so
we end up undeafeted. We schedule the best teams around the
area and put line ups in there that
we think can win the meet," said
head coach Brian Gordan.
The men's team is familiar
with Wright State, a team they'
WRITE-IN RICHEY

"Any of the three teams are
capable of sweeping the meet. We
have to win this one early. The
longer the meet is left in question,
the better chance they nave of
beating us," Gordan said.

ve lost to the past two seasons,
but this will be the first time since
the mid-80's that BG has faced
Cincinnati in a dual meet.
"We're decided underdogs, but
if we win one of the meets, we
could end up winning them both,"
said Gordan.
The men are led by senior cocaptains Brian Kaminsky and
Steve Haugen along with fellow
senior Kevin Latta.

byErikPupUlo

Gordan said that whichever
team wins second, third and
fourth consistently will come
away with the meet. He also is
curious to see how BG will react
in it's first meet this season.

According to Gordan, the women will find the going no easier,
even though they ve beaten
Wright State three out of the last
four4 seasons and Cincinnati two
out of the last three years at the
All-Ohio meet.

WRITE-IN RICHEY

"This is our first oppurtunity
for some freshmen to get their
feet wet and all the individuals
will have to come together as a
team to pull the victory out," said
Gordan.

WRITE IN RICHEY

WRITE IN RICHEY

The only student running for the At Large seat!
Pd for by the Richey for Council Committee. Michael Brennan - Treas., PO Box 7S5. BC. OH 43402
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Do the RIGHT thing RIGHT now and see...

Your prescheduled senior portrait
time, that is. Senior portraits begin
again Nov. 4 and each senior that
was not photographed in
September has been given a
pre-appointed day for their portrait
sitting. Simply come to 28 West Hall
10 a.m.-noon and 1-6 p.m. to keep
your appointment. That's it.
It's that easy.

JUAN WILLIAMS
Author of 'Eyes on the Prize' speaks about

'THE ONE THING WE DID RIGHT.'

lAuu urn did right
Waitk*d*ju**arUd ufgU
bvf lour .)*,■» iV^riM.
UmUwrnT

Wednesday, Nov. 6 at 8:00 P.M.
Lenhart Grand Ballroom
SPONSORED BY:
,USG,
Multi-cultural Activities
and Programming

If you want a course
of CREATIVITY and FUN
then Come Make a
Cloth covered Photo Album
on Nov. 11
7 pm to 9 pm
$15.00 Includes
EVERYTHING
Sign ups start on
Nov. 4 in the UAO office

If you didn't receive your notice in the mail or have questions,
please call The KEY at 372-8086

Tired of the some
Ho-Hum dosses??

Then odd spice to your life
and sign up for
MINI-COURSCS

Make your clothes
more exciting by
adding an applique
on Nov. 13 7 pm to 9 pm
FOR
ONLY
$4.00
(the student furnishes
garment applique
and adhesive)
sign ups start on Nov. 4
in the UAO office

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 372-2324
UAO
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The BG News

Here's some expert answers
for BG fans' hottest questions

Don't believe the hype
Blackney shuns
superstitions
against Miami
by Rob McCurdy
sports wrilcr

Don't talk to football coach
Gary Blackney about the
Miami Whami or any other
superstitious hocus-pocus. He
won't believe it.
"I'm not superstitious or
bound to statistics. It's a whole
new ballgame," Blackney said.
The Falcons travel to Miami's Yager Stadium tomorrow,
a place where the team has won
Tht BO Nrws/Kob Wctilrr
only twice in their last 10 trips.
BG hasn't beaten the Redskins Western Michigan's Corey Sylve attempts to break outside of
since 1985. "This is a new staff Bowling Green cornerback Carlos Brooks, while linebacker
and a new program with a great Mike Calcagno follows in pursuit during last Saturday's 23-10
bunch of kids with tremendous victory. The Falcons hope to continue their winning ways
attitudes. What's happened in tomorrow against Miami.
the past is in the past," Blackney said.
can lose," the Falcon coach
and 265 yards per game. The
Unlike recent years, the team also leads the league in
said. "I just want to make sure
BG-MU game is a battle be- turnover margin, taking the
it's not like Custer's last
stand."
tween first and second place ball away 17 tunes more than
GAME NOTES — The game
Mid-American Conference their opponents have.
teams.
Spearheading the Redskin dewill be the SportsChannel Game
of the Week and can be seen on
"It's an interesting fense is junior linebacker Curt
Wood Cable TV channel 34 at
game...it's a championship McMillan who leads the nation
1:30 p.m. Saturday. ... The
Same. The loser isn't necessar- in tackles with 145.
"Fundamentally they're as
y eliminated from the confergame can also be heard on
WBGU (88.1 FM) and WFOB
ence championship, but the good as as any team in this
(1430 AM).
winner takes a giant step," league," Blackney said.
Blackney said.
"They've been even better in
"It's going to be a battle. I'm that they haven't beaten themFALCON NOTES - Bowling
sure their aching (after losing selves. They do the little things
Green is one of only 17 NCAA
to Toledo last Saturday). The right. They force turnovers,
Division I-A teams left in the
crowd is going to be unfriendly and don't turn the ball over
nation with one loss or less. ...
and unpredictable. People have themselves."
The team has won six consecutold me it's going to be a hostile
Regardless, Blackney and the
tive games. ... The Falcons
his team is optimistic.
environment."
have outscored their opponents
"We're finding ways to win
Miami boasts the best de60-13 in the fourth quarter this
fense in the MAC. The Redskins and our kids have confidence. I
year. ... BG has not lost a fumhave allowed only 11.3 points don't know if they think they
ble in the last four games.

The sports mailbox overfloweth
here at the newsroom.
Envelopes have been pouring in
from all corners of campus and
the city from readers who want
answers to some of the hottest
questions in sports.
So as Da v id Letterman would
say, "letter number one..."
DearDoc, how do I get to Oxford? I want to make a road trip
to see the football team kick some
butt. Signed, Lost Fan.
Dear Lost Fan, Head south until you come to the middle of nowhere. Then look for a big
cemetery. That will be Miami's
football stadium. If most of the
Redskin fans are wearing black,
it's because their team is being
buried there on Saturday. But
don't be late, you might get
caught in traffic. Funeral processions can get pretty long and
the streets could get busy.
DearDoc, why is Sam Wyche
still coaching the Bengals -Does
the front office acutauy think he
can turn around this joke of a
team ? Signed, Fed Up with the
Wackyness.
Dear Fed Up, I wish I had an
answer for you. Wyche has about
as much business coaching that
team as Mickey Mouse. The
name of the game in the NFL is
consistency. And the way Cincinnati has bounced around from
worst to first every year is testament to Wyche's unstable personality. Get the guy out of there!
Whether or not he beats Cleveland on Sunday makes no difference, because he should have
been pink-slipped a long time
ago. Talk about a team in need of
a new direction. This team has hit
rock bottom and kept going. His
outlandish statements are uncalled for, and he's stormed out on
the field one too many times. The
man is no longer good for the

SCHRODER, M.D.
The Sports
Doctor

game and has worn out his welcome in the NFL.
Dear Doc, What's the real story
behind Browns'coach Bill Belichick accusing Wyche of spying?
What are professional sports
coming to? I know Wyche isn 't
exactly a perfect role model, but
could he ha ve stooped to such a
level? Signed, Bond. James
Bond.
Dear 007, Of course the Bengals
are spying on the Browns. In fact,
they've spied on every team
they've played so far and they
still can t win! Many have been
wondering how they do it, and I
have the exclusive scoop. There
have been confirmed sightings of
Paul Brown's ghost on opponents'
practice fields and locker rooms.
He scribbles down a few notes
about tendencies and decodes
their play terminology. On Saturday nights, Wyche leads a team
seance on the 50-yard line.
Boomer brings the candles and
incense as they attempt to call on
the spirit of their late owner. It's
a foolproof system, but it looks
like the Browns have figured it
out. It's a shame to think Wyche
goes to all that trouble and he still
hasn't won a game yet.
Dear Doc, I have a two-part
question. Will the Cleveland Indians ever be a contending baseball team ? Don't they know that
Major League was just a movie

and they really can't win with a
bunch of teenagers and a few washed up old-timers ? Signed,
Weeping Wahoo.
Dear Wahoo, I suppose 'have
patience' isn't the right thing to
say to a fan whose grandparents
were teenagers the last tune their
team finished on top. But alas,
there seems to be hope on Lake
Erie's horizon. The talent is
there. Whether or not it develops
is another story. But the road to
winning in baseball has taken a
sharp turn. Now the secret is
signing a handful of free agents
and riding them all the way to the
World Series. So improving the
minor league system, which it
took Cleveland 20 years to do, is
not so vital anymore. The teams
with the biggest bucks and the
fewest whammies will rise to the
top, while the others struggle
along with guys like Jeff Mutis,
Jerry Browne, Alex Cole, and
Jeff Manto. Yes, the Tribe will
contend. In fact, I can see the day
when my grandkids and I will
watch the Indians battle for their
first pennant since 1954.
DearDoc, what's your stance
on the 'chop ?' And should the Indians adopt a similar gimmick to
boost fan attendance ? Signed,
Ted and Jane.
Dear Ted and Jane, don't stop
the chop. People are just having a
little fun at the old ballpark. The
Braves, Indians, Seminoles, etc.
are just nicknames, not statements aimed to exploit Native
Americans. As far as the Indians'
fan turnout, maybe if they
changed their colors to orange
and brown, played their games in
the fall, ran a two-minute offense,
changed their name to the
Dawgs...
Matt D. Schroder is sports editor of the News.

PARENTS WEEKEND IN ONE WEEK ... GET YOUR FOOTBALL TICKETS NOW!

Classified
The BG News

CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS

LOST & FOUND

ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERN!!'
Arctic National Wildlife Refuge
Union Oval Rally • Nov 4 11 30 ■ m
Become EDUCATED A ACTIVATED
get a clue as to what is going on'

LOST Kodak VR35 mm Camera Sat night.
Oct 26 • Downtown BG REWARD Please
can 353-3006

SERVICES OFFERED
GFT A FRESHSTART!
Join these smoking cessation classes Nov
4th. 8lh. 11th. A 13th. 7 30 • 8 30 pm Gal
372-8302 or 372-8303 to register FREE1
HAPPY HOURS
GOOOTYMES4 7pm
$3 (over 21 j
$1 (under 21)
HAPPY HOURS sponsored by
Design Club
HAPPY HOURS

Friday November 1 St
•GOOD TYMES

4-7pm
$3 (over 211
Si (under21>
HAPPY HOURS sponsored by
Design Club
LAGA * LAOA • LAQA ' LAQA
The Lesbian and Gay Alliance
Information and Referral
Phone Line

IS OPEN
Monday. Wednesday and Friday
7 to 10 p.m.

352-LAGA * * 352-5242

AVEBURY BOOKS
Ok), used, rare out-of-print
10-6, Monday - Saturday
143-CE WoosterSt
Do you need a Calculus 126 tutor' I can help
you CaHJi* or leave message 372 5184
Horseback Riding and Hayndes
313 856-3973
LSAT • GRE * GMAT
Before you take the test, can the expert Local
classes forming now Kaplan Educational
Center Can tor details 536-3701
Need a high quality resume? Deathly alraid of
computers? Call Tammy at 354-3474 Macintosh Resumes created to your specifications
for a reasonabaj tee

COLLEGE
STUDENTS
MAJORING IN
" ^M

JW'

( llnlcal Psychology
Physclal Therapy

^W^ Discover .1 challenging,
^ rewarding future that puts
you in touch with your skills.
Today"s Air Force oilers ongoing
opportunities lor professional
development with great pay and
benefits, normal working hours,
complete medical and 'dental care,
and 30 days vacation with pay per
year. Learn how to qualify as an
Air Force health professional. Call
USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
COLLECT

PREGNANT?
We can help FREE pregnancy tests and supportive services Confidential BG Pregnancy
Center Call 354-HOPE

(216)826-4510

Research and editing assistance available for
students' term papers Also provide resume
and word-processing services Call Hanan.
423-0259 or 422 4960

Classifieds cont. on p. 10

LAGA'LAGA■LAGA'LAGA
REGGAE comes to campus at the One Love
Party al 9 p m Sat, Nov 2. Unon Ballroom
with the ARK Band A Caribbean Assoc event
with APA, GSS. ECAP. PSO. WSA and Women
lor Women'Free Crucial and Irie
The ARK Reggae Band plays its roots mus>c on
Sat. Nov 2 9pm Union Ballroom, al the Caribbean Assoc s One Love Party Free

YOUTH

EXPERIENCE

ZIANCE

HOFFMAN

for

for

FIRST WARD

MAYOR

The Hispanic Scholarship Banquet
Dinner 5 30 pm. Dance 8 00 pm

Adults and non-students $12.50. Students
$9 50 Dance only $5 00
At Days Inn. 1550 E Woosler

FALL 1992 LISTINGS AVAILABLE

November 2. 1991
WANT TO QUIT?
Not school, not your job—SMOKING1
Group Meetings Wednesdays
Beginning Oct 23 6 30-7 30 pm
Can 372-6302 or 372-8303 to register
NOFEEfH

WORKING TOGETHER FOR...

Write-in OREG RICHEY
Independent tor Council At-Large
"It's Time tor a Change!"

-Sensitivity training for city police to help them to better deal with students
-Extension of recycling to apartments and mobile home courts
-Filling the City's Ombudsman position

Pd. for by Rlchey tor Council Commute*.. M
Brennan-Treas.. PO Box 755. BO, OH 43402.
Write-In RICHEY ■ Council At-Large
Write In RICHEY - Council At-Large
Wntelr. RICHEY • Council At-Large
Elections on Tuesday
Pd lor by Richey for Council Committee
MBrennan Trass POBo. 755. BGOH

Greenbriar Inc.

'The correct mix of youth and experience will help us achieve our goal*.'
Political Ad paid for by the BG Republican, Pearl Oppllger, Chairman. 910 N. Main BG, OH

L JU1JUUUUUU1JUL J
»

V
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Classified
The BG News
continued from p. 9
Congratulations to Alpha Phi's Mikie Masanek
on your pinmng to Aaron Heath of Beta Theta
Pi
Love. Your Alpha Phi Slaters

PERSONALS
• Delta S^j '

Delta Gamma * Alpha Sigma Phi
Get ready to Hoop it up at the Alpha Sig Alpha
Phi shoot out" We wi> be over at 8 00 am lor
pregamemeal
Your Coaches.
Drew. Ian and Gunny
Delta Gamma ' Alpha Sigma Phi

LM Peggy
Oel ready tor GROUPS' Know the Purpose and
practice The Rose and you'll do super'
Good LuckBig Angie
* Delta Sigma Pi *
Little Betty
Good Luck at Groups
PORK QUEEN'
You're doing great1
Love. Btg Elaine

DELTA SIGMA PI
Secret Lll' Kathleen
Good luck at Groups
Know the purpose and the rose
and you will do fine
Your Secret Bigs
DELTA SIGMA PI

- PHI MU * PHI MU * PHI MU '
Sister ot the Week
CATHV CHIANCONE
Officer ol the Week
CAROLYN TORCHIA
• PHI MU " PHI MU • PHI MU "

Did you know? The 2 women m Michigan that
Or Kevorkian helped commit suicide were not
terminally *ll
Did you knoW In Washington State week the
citizens are vohng on a bill which if passed
would alow doctors to KM mew patients
Don't miss OMEGA FORUM'
Featuring Michael Maxwell
Speaking on
CHANGE: A NEW GREEK TRADITION
November 6. 9 16 p.m. 115 Education

Your Big.
Dennis
Delta Sigma Pi

DTD " DG * DTD * DG
Shawn-

Delta Sigma Pi
Lrttle Kathlene Spngga
You'll do great this Sunday
You're a great little' Hang m there'
Good Luck ■• Scott

Saturday is the night'
So get psyched'
Can't wail'
LOW, TlH
OTD " DG ' DTD * DG

Oeita Sigma Pi

• • • Be a Peer Advisor lor 1992-93' • • '
Are you Interested m
■Helping students'
•Earning academic prachcurn credit?
•Learning about personal weHnoss7
For more mfo caH the WELL at 2-8302

ulMetssaGood Luck at Groups on Sunday Your family Is
behind you' Remember the Rose"
Love. Big Chriss

AGD ' AGD " AGO • AGD
Get ready
to rock the rec
at the Shoot Out'
From your
Alpha Sig Coaches

Derek Parka
Happy 2 year anniversary' I love you very much
and you mean the world to me Get ready for a
great weekend together
All my love. Jen

Alpha Omlcron PI Alpha Omlcron PI
The Sisters ol Alpha Omicron Pi would hke to
congratulate Lora Chosy on her recent pearling
toDerren Acherman' We are so nappy for you'

Are you deciding on a college major?
Seeking internship or lull-time work experience''

Alpha Phi • Angela Seth - Alpha Phi
Slipper Woman Lives
The Tradition Continues
Alpha Phi • Angela Seth - Alpha Phi

Plan to attend OPERATION M ORE
Minorities on the Road to Employment Fair
Monday. November 4. 1991. 1 30-3.00 pm
Grand Ballroom. University Union
Don't miss a great opportunity to network with
employers'

Alpha S»g Alpha Sig Alpha Sig
Officers of the Week The New Officers
Brother of the Week Dave"Doogie" Robison
Athlete ol Ihe Week Scott Packer!
Pledge of Ihe Week James Bi jmner
Alpha Sig Alpha S*g Alpha Sig

ATTENTION MULTICULTURAL STUDENTS

Questions? Call Univ Placement Services
3722356
AZD' ErinMoran ■ AZD
Congratulations Erin on winning the Miss Ashland title We all be rooting lor you m the 1992
Miss Ohio Pageant'
Love. Your Alpha Xi Sisters

352-4683

JHIyHappy 19th Birthday to the besl
roomie around"
Cathy
Kappa Delta Shoot-Out Team
Cindy. Georgia. Maroe. Michel* and MelissaGet psyched lor the Shoot-Out Let's get a
head start on the rest
Good Luck from your
Alpha Sig Coaches.
Doogie. ScofiekJ and the Sandman

KKG Parents' Day'
Sat Nov 2
Kappas - Get excited
lor a great time1

* Alpha Sigma Phi * AOTT *
Good Luck at the Shootout
It's on the way
AOTT " Alpha Slgs ■ AOTT
Good Luck at Ihe Alpha Sig Alpha Phi Shoot
Out. it's on the way We know who will be the
best that day
Your Coaches.
Troy, Jason, Darren
AOTT ■ Alpha Slgs ■ AOTT

Live ofl campus? Want to get involved?
Become an integral part of the BGSU Community while learning to plan and organize activities
The Off-Campus Student Center is looking for
enthusiastic people to participate m their newlycreated Programming Board Applications
available m 106 D Moseley Deadhno 5 pm.
Nov 1 CaH372-2573tormoremformatK>n
Bad thoughts by Shannon
Anxiously awaiting the Purple People Eater

Classified Information

DEADLINE:

Monday prior to publication, noon
I The BG News >a not responsible for postal service delays)

RATES:

per ad are 75' per Hne S2 26 minimum
60* extra per ad for bold face
Approximately 35-45 spaces per line
l9

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE COED WALLYBALL-Nov 5. MEN'S SGLS RACOUETBALL
Nov 12; MEN'S WRESTLING • Nov 13;
MEN'S AND WOMEN'S 3 PLAYER BASKETBALL-Nov 21

I.F.C. SUPPORTS
1.0. FOOTBALL
OOOD LUCK AQAINST MIAMI

The BG News

NOTICE:

FREAK Week
Finding Responsible Educational
Alternatives on Kampus
Alcohol Awareness Week Oct 28-Nov 1

KDKDKOKDKDKD
Miss Gracious LivingHotyYahne
Good Gracious"
KDKDKDKOKDKD

AOTT's support Freak Week'
AOTT s support Freak Week'
AQTT ft Alcohol Awareness & AOTT

°REPAYMENTr

DTD " DG ' DTD * OG
Steve.
Get excited. Saturday will be a bleat' You're in
lor the time of your hie'
FFY Lucia
DG " DTD ' DG " DTD

Kappa Sig Jon. Matt ft Chris
Are you ready for a wild Western night?
Cuz DO Outlawed will be out of sight
When <t la over, don't you fret, because
the end of the evening has not come yet
After the maze were we've stumbled and fell
We'll be surprised if we survive
Kappa Sig Hell
Dee Gee Tncia Mekssa & Martina

Order Your
Parent* Day
Party Subt and Traya
N0WI
Call OiBenedaltoi

VOTE

TINKER

DG Sigma Chi Fife Mike. Greg DG Sigma Chi
WANTED
Get psyched lor the best night of your life Outlawed is near a the time has come to dance the
night away DO style •
Love. Your DG Outlaws

Delta Sigma Pi
Little Lisa
Good Luck at Groups
You wel do fine1

Mortar Board
Congratulations to our members
1991 Homecoming Court
Ben Feinstem
Christine Kendzora
Congratulations
1991 Homecoming Queen
Amy Dunaway
Mortar Board

Alpha Phi Phi Tau Alpha Ph. Pm Tau
Hey Phi Taus gel psyched for the Alpha Phi
Shoot-Out Lei's lake it for the second year in a
row"
Love your Alpha Phi Coaches.
Jody. Cher. Jeni and Julie

DGDTDDG
MattBaechle.
I know you wants learn who your date ia today.
But DG outlawed is sti 24 hours away
So get psyched lor a western hoe down.
Because DG s have the best date party in town
Love.
Kickm' Kowgirl

Mail-in Form

CLASSIFIED DISPLAY:
for 2" ads
* " (6 Una maximum)
2" (16 Una maximum!

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER

WBGU SPORTS
Detroit PIstons-vs-Washington Bullets
Sunday NOVEMBER 1Oleave <2f 4 30 pm
120.00 Ticket and transportation
SIGN UP NOW In UAO Office
3rd Floor Union
Can 372 2343 for more mfo
HURRY LIMITED SPACEI

WBGU SPORTS
WBGU SPORTS
ODK ODK ODK ODK ODK ODK ODK ODK
Be a part of a national
honor society1
OMICRON OELTA KAPPA
Applications available at
405 Student Services and
the UAO Office'
Applications due Nov 13'
ODK ODK ODK ODK ODK ODK ODK OOK
One Love REGGAE Party with THE ARK Band is
at 9 pm, Sat, Nov 2. Union Ballroom A Caribbean Assoc event, with APA. ECAP. GSS
PSO. WSA and Women lor Women Free
Peace and Oneness
ORDER OF OMEGA
presents OMEQA FORUM
Where 115 Education
When November 8. Wednesday. 9:15 pm
Who Michael Maxwell. Dean of Students. Allegheny College
Topic: CHANGE: A NEW GREEK TRADITION.
PIKES " SPORTS ' PIKE • SPORTS
Pi Kappa Alpha Athlete of the Week
Jeff Day
A-Team Football
PIKE ■ SPORTS ' PIKE " SPORTS

'©quired lor all non-university related businesses and individuals

BG Football Sat 1 00pm
Falcons vs Redskins
BG Hockey Fn /Sat 7 15pm
Falcons vs Lakers
Sportscene • Sun 8 00pm
Cross-Country
WBGU SPORTS

CHILD CARE
Hours flexible, appro* 20 hours a week, own
transportation, experience preferred Through
end of semester 352-0784
Earn $ 1.000 per week at home stuffing envelopes' For information, please send long self
addressed stamped envelope to CJ Enterprises Box 67068C. Cuyahoga Fees. OH
44222
F.ARN S2OC0 THEF SPRING BREAK TRIPS
North America's #1 Student Tour Operator
seeking motivated students, organizations.
fraternities end sororities as campus representatives promoting Cancun. Bahamas. Daytone
and Panama City'Cam (600)724-1555'
JANITOR NEEDED
Flex hours, no exp necessary
Cai 3520813

WANTED

NANNIES-spend a year as a nanny with good
families m NJ NY. CT Up to $350 per week
plus benefits Airfare paid Travel' Save' Help
Finders 1 800 762 1762

• • GREAT DEAL■ ■
Non-smoking female subleaser NICE BIG apt
St50/mo Call Diane 35J 0G05

Need money Earn up to 50* and receive up to
$25 00 m Iree products Sell Avon CaH
823 1712

1 male to sublease lor Spring Semester' Free
heat, tree cable. Si3S/mo. Call Jon or leave a
message 352-5157

NEEDED IMMEDIATELY
Experienced secretary to do word processing
using Micro Soft Word for long term assignment
■n BG First shift. Top pay benefits Can Manpower 422-5434 Never a fee.

1 or 2 nonsmoking, female roommates to sublease for Spring semester Call 352-8773
Leave message

NO GIMMICKS
EXTRA INCOME NOWIII
ENVELOPE STUFFING

2 sublessors needed (or Spring 92'" Nice
apartment, low rent' Pool, shuttle service and
most utilities included Call 352 3190 Ask lor
Misty or Pi

$600 • $800 every week -

SAE • DG * SAE * DG " SAE
Joe Todd. Tony. Scott R , Scott S.
Greg. Steven. Brian. Mike a Brian
I know you can't wait
to meet your date
So grab your boots, grab your hat.
Cause Dee Gee Outlawed is
Where its at
Your Dates

Female subleaser for Spring
Rent only
S95 31 Cheap utilities, free cable. AC Call
1
soon Leave message 372-3576

Brooks International. Inc.
PO Box 680605*Orlando FL 32868

Female to share house exp Own br $100 per
month, plus $200 deposit Must pay half electric, your share ol phone Available month to
month
Must like dogs |i)
Call Bath.
353 2537 after 5

Part time help wanted, telemarketing In evenings in Perrysburg Possible earnings of
$10 00'hr CaH after 5 00 pm (419)
674-5662

SIGEP
Brother of the Week
Wait Ralph

Help- We will pay you to sublease our apartment tor Spring 92. Nice apt., close to campus, rent Is negot. Call 352-7500 or 352-6474
for details.

SIGEP
Congratulations Rob Terns on your recent lavahermg to Amy Bntton
SIGEP
SiG EP
BRETTFRAKES
HAPPY BIRTHOAY
SIGEP
SIQ EP * ALPHA GAM ■ SIG EP
Congratulations Chris Lienhart on your recent
lavaliering to Alpna Gamma Delta Melame LudWig
SIG EP * ALPHA GAM * SIG EP
SIG EP * Alpha Gam * SIG EP
Congratulations Tod Sackella on your recent lavahering to Alpha Gamma Delta Juke Smith
SIG EP ' Alpha Gam * SIQ EP
SIG EP • PHI MU ' SIG EP
Congratulations Mark Hanley on your recent lavaliering to Phi Mu Knsten Ankney
SIG EP * PHI MU ' SIG EP
SIG EP PISTOL-SHOOTIN PRICHARD DG
Grab your gun and grab your hat
And soon you'll see.
Just how much tun Saturday night will be
An week you've received hints and clues.
But after tomorrow you'll know who
DG's Outlawed is finally here.
And it's guaranteed to be the best of the year
SIGEP SAM SEZ:
Vote November 5th
Exercise your right'
State organization with offices in Bowfing Green
needs M I S interns for Spring Semester Can
Co-op Program. 372-2451 tot details ASAP1
The Sisters of Alpha Omicron Pi would like to
mvite all to attend their Jewelry Fundraiser at
the United Christian Fellowship on Nov 2 from
1 00-5 00
Theta Chi/Delta Zeta Volleyball
Entries Due Nov 1
Contact Kevin 352-9413 or Gina 352 7806
Theta ChlfOelta Zeta Volleyball

$6 50 per insertion
$12 95 per inaertlon

The BG News wil not be responsible lor error due to Illegibility or incomplete information Please come lo 214
West Hal immediately if there la an error m your ad The SG Mews wil not be responsible for typographical
errors In classified ads for more than two consecutive insertions.

BG Football - Sat 1 00pm
Falcons vs Redskins
BG Hockey - Fri /Sat 7 15pm
Falcons vs Lakers
Sportscene - Sun 8 00pm
Crosscountry

1, 1991

W fl

The BG News reserves ihe nght to release the names of individuals who place advertising In The BG New*.
The decision on whether to release this .rrformatton shall be made by the management of The BG News The
purpose of this policy ia lo discourage the placement of edvertiaing that may be cruel or unnecessarily
embarrassing to individuals or organizations Cases of fraud can be prosecuted

Free Details SASEto

Female nonsmoking roommate needed to sublease Sprmg semester Can Kim 352-5525

Male or lemale sublessors
Reed Call3520294

House •- 211 E

FOR SALE
'84 Ford Escort Clean, air. automatic 42.000
miles 655 3863
6 disc changer CD player Call 372 5946

Need 1 male subleaser for Spring 1992 semester m Haven House Apartments $150'mth.
Call Chris at 353-2836
Need a male sublease for Spring 92 semester
Fox Run Apartments, washer a dryer in unit

372-479Need a male subleaser for Spring semester *
352-7175 Ask tor Chris
Need Extra Money? Rent me your garage Can
Troy 372-5030 Leave message

80s Nissan looks A runs good $600 or offer
Call 353-4 794 Leave message
Commodore 64 including: Okidata 120 Printer
w'cables. 1541 Disk Drive w/cables. 1200
baud modem. 2 foysf'Cks. over 200 disks ol
games. ut*ties and more $220 ob.o CaH
2-1976 end leave e message.
Lot #211 Maurera Park -Owner wantas it sold1
$3,500. 3 bedrooms Avail Now CalNewiove
Realty. Inc 352-5161 or Jul.e Her 352 7422

Need one non-smoking female roommate to
sublease lor Spring Semester Apartment close
lo campus $i55smonth Call Michelle at
353-1018

Tandy 8086 Computer complete. K/S waterbed, new matrass Call 3530152 or
3528858

Non-smoking male roommate to sublease lor
Spring semester Own room CaH Mike at
352-9418

FOR RENT

One male subleaser lor Spring semester Excellent apartment AM the comforts ol home Can
Joe at 352-4815
SUBLEASERS NEEDED. 2BR 2Bath Fra-*ee
apt Close to campus'$i50/month Give us a
call 3520579
Wanted: Hlde-A-Bed Sola. 372-3438.

"Now Leasing"
Summer ft Fall 1992-93 Lease*
Large aaaortment to choose from.
Stopby319E.Wooeter
{across from Taco Bell)
for Hating brochure ft apeak with our
friendly Staff or call 354-2260
John Newiove Real Estate

HELP WANTED
ELECTRICIANS
APPRENTICESHIP OPPORTUNITY
( Men and Women)
The Toledo Electrical Joint Apprenticeship and
Training Committee wil be accepting applications for apprenticeship from November 4,
1091 through November 19. 1991 Applications wMl be available at the Apprenticeship
Training Center. 803 Lime City Road. Rosslord. Oh-o (behind Local 8) on the hour from
1:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m. Monday through Friday If you are at least 18 years ol age. have
success'uty completed one year of high school
algebra or a post high school algebra course,
have a high school diploma or GED and are m
good health, you qualify to apply for said program VOU MUST APPLY IN PERSON
Recruitment, selection, employment and trainmg of apprentices is done without discrimination due to race religion, color, national ongai
or sex

1 female needed to sublease tor Spring Located on Frazee. very close to campus Wil
have your own bedroom For more mfo. can
Ken a Stephanie at 352-7425
HAVE YOU HEARD?????
R E MANAGEMENT
has its flyer ready for the
1992 93 School Year
ready and waiting for you to pick-up1
STOP IN TODAY!
113 Rairoed Street
(Next lo Kmko's)

352-9302
Male subleaser needed for Sprmg semsester
1992 CaHPeteat352-7175
SUBLEASE FOR SPRING Efficiency across
from campus. $280>month. no utihties CaH
353-9034 ASAP Leave message

Vote to Support

RONALD E. ZWIERLEIN
Bowling Green
Board of Education
POM"* eoverasemant pad tor try Committee lo Elect Ronald E Zwiertein. to the Board of EOUceaort Paul
WmdUKlr Treasurer. 712 Cftarnpagrw. Bowing Qreen. Ohio 43402

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM
NAME (print)
ADDRESS m
SOCIAL SECURITY # OR ACCOUNT #

PHONE- #
Hit or Swiss ■

(For billing purposes only)

Please PRINT your ad clearly, EXACTLY how you wish it to appear.
Circle words you wish to appear in bold type.

ClaialHcatton in which you wiah your ad lo

, Campui a Oty Events-

Wantad

. Lost and Found

. Halo Wanted

RkMe

For Saw

. SarvicM Ottered

For Bam

Personate

' Fast day. $1 00 aarvtca charge only -- kmit 35 worda lor a non-proftt avant or meeting Subsequent daya ara charged at regular
classified rales

Dates to appear

Mall to: (On or Off Campus Mail)
The BQ News
214 West Hall
BGSU
Bowling Green. Ohio 43403
(checks payable to The BQ News)

Total number of days to appear

Phone: 372-2M1

byJ.G.R.S.

Getting inside Your weekend
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ELECTION ACTION: Every vote counts
MOON THAT HE DIDN'T
PRAY TO
I MISSED IT
MOON THAT HE DIDN'T
SEE
BROKE HER HEART
FEVER DREAMS AS BG RACES
INTO THE FUTURE

rial Editor Matthew Daneman
briefly considered running Can
You Top This?across the top of
the letters section, then changed
his mind.)

!!!!!

This Is It. BG. The run for the
roses, the final showdown, the
Super Bowl of BG politics. The
tightly-contested BG mayoral
election will be settled Tuesday
as Republican Wes Hoffman,
Democrat Joyce Kepke, and Independent Jim Tinker square off
In a three-way fight to the finish.
All three candidates have run
relatively safe, low-risk campaigns, each waiting for the other
to stumble, to make a fatal slip.
None has.
They've wrestled with the key
Issues • recycling, rezonlng (aka
"Who's gonna get the Heinz
plant?"), and the possibility of a
citizens' review board (especially
In the wake of last year's East
Merry arrestfest) to name but a
few - and came out basically unscarred.
Then the letter-writing began,
filling the editorial page of The
BG News with opinions, rumors,
half-truths, and other endorsement gimmicks. (BG News Edito-

The College Republicans naturally threw In with Hoffman and
descended on Tinker like an enraged pack of Siberian wolfhounds. They decried his candidacy from the rooftops and the
letter columns.
The College Democrats backed
no one, In an unfortunate simulation of their party's condition on
a national level. Kepke stood
alone.
In retaliation to the Republicans' wave of letters, Tinker's
backers flew to his aid, pointing
out In their letters that, while

they were experienced In city
ance and ability to deal with
government, neither Hoffman
high-pressure situations and pernor Kepke had much experience
tinent Issues than many Insiders
expected. As noted, the air of all
with student concerns. Experithree campaigns have been conenced observers of the BG political scene suggested that many of
servative - too much so for the
tastes of some bloodthirsty BG
the Issues the debates have revolved around would never have polltlcos. And It's true that recent
surfaced If Tinker, a student him- USG elections have been absolute
self, hadn't been running. Tinbloodbaths by comparison. But
ker's presence has forced his two this restraint has had a purpose.
competitors to face Issues that
(I may never live down the previous sentence.)
would have otherwise been relegated to the back-burner.
Tinker hasn't come on like a
In this regard. Tinker's preshyperactive schoolkld. He hasn't
put his foot In his mouth. He's
ence has been essential. BG has
denied Its status as a college town presented his attitudes clearly
for too long. The polarization that and effectively, balancing his
focus evenly between city and
exists In BG will always exist to
some extent. This Is a simple fact campus. He's done a lot more
than many Jaded, cynical obserof life In college towns nationwide. But there's no need for vers expected from a student
candidate.
this division to be heightened to
the point where city legislators
can basically ignore students' InWhen I cast my vote for Tinker
this Tuesday, I'll do so knowing
terests. Tinker has brought this
point to light on several occathat I'm voting for BG's future.
Electing a student Is a big step,
sions. He has also expressed
more concern for and knowledge but It's one that Is absolutely
of Issues that are Important to the necessary If BG ever hopes to befuture of BG as a city than I think come one town, one people, one
his competition expected from
community.
him. Take It from an Italian i
I think It can.
Never turn your back on an
Frank Esposlto, a senior EngIrishman.
lish major from Warren. Ohio, Is
Ethnic tomfoolery aside, Tineditor o/The Insider.
ker has shown more persever-
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With our ears still echoing with
"CHARGE IT!!!' The Insidergleefully sets forth to give you a
glimpse of American Culture
through what Americans seem to
love most • shopping! We turned
Tim Funk, Andrea Tanner. Kim
Callecod and Richard MaJIkas
loose In various known shopper's
paradises and let them buy
America. Check out the chaotic
results on pages 6 and 7.
Wandering further within the
depths of The Insider, discover
football as you've never seen It
before, with Mike Hackney at the
Browns/Steeters game, page 4.

Keep that Halloween sprit
around with Greg Watson, a very
scary guy, on page 4. We be
Jammln on page 3 as Debbie BlzJak previews the One Love Reggae Party, and Jennifer Munn
turns up WBGUs multicultural
dial on page 3. Strike It rich with
Dave Huffman on page S as he
gives ya the dirt on Danny DeVIto's new flick.
And hey teenbeats. remember
to vote on Tuesday. This Is our
town too.
Step Into the voting booth. Step
Into the future.
The Editors.
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One Love: Party
joins music, unity
by Debbie lli|ak
contributing writer

NOAHS BAND: The Ark will perform al the annual One Love Reggae Parry tomorrow night at 9pm In the Unhart
Grand Ballroom

RHYTHM of NATIONS

"One love, one heart, Let's get
together and feel alright."
This famous phrase, coined by
reggae legend Bob Marley. plays
a major role In the theme of this
weekend's 7th Annual One Love
Reggae Party taking place this
Saturday, at 9 p.m. In the Lenhart
Grand Ballroom. This reggae
party will feature, by popular
demand, the Ark Band, a Colombus-based four-man outfit who
hail from the Caribbean island of
St. Lucia.
This annual event, formerly titled the Harambee (a term meaning community and peace) Unity

Party Is now being called the One
Love Reggae Party. "One Love,"a
well known reggae expression
originated with Bob Marley but
has expanded to encompass a diverse meaning • ranging from the
greeting "bye" or "good luck" to a
sense of "brotherhood" and
"togetherness." While the expression Is broad. It Is universally understood as a term which
ties people together regardless of
their background.
This new title fits the theme of
this reggae party perfectly, for
reggae Is music which attracts
people of all ages, creeds and
ethnic backgrounds. R. Enrol
Lam, faculty advisor of the Bowling Green Caribbean Association,
■ See Reftae, page 8.

WBGU expands multicultural radio horizons
by Jennifer Munn
contributing writer

Good morning Bowling Green
and happy 40th birthday WBGU!
Although alternative college
rock provides WBGU with Its
meat and potatoes, several multicultural shows spice things up lo
give the station truly International flavor. These shows spin
WBGU s radio waves to the beat
of a different multicultural drum.
For the early risers and Sunday
churchgoers. Peter Herman plays
classical from 7 to 10 a.m. WBGU
has maintained this nonalternative program because the
station used to be all classical. It
Is keeping with Its roots.
Herman describes his show as
"Sunday brunch music that one
does not need a Ph.D. to listen
to."

£&
>v

The Spanish show, hosted by
Benlto Luclo. airs from 10 a.m. to
5 p.m. Sunday. It features — you
guessed It — Spanish music, and
gets the most requests of all of
WBGU s programs.
Between 5 and 8 p.m.. WBGU
airs a Women's Music Show,
hosted by Jasmin Ashakih and
Sara Colias This shows plays
music produced, written and
sung exclusively by women
around the world.
"There's a large community
who listen to the show." Ashakih
said. "Women's music Is empowering and speaks to women
who do not relate to men's music."
Women are composing good
music and being recognized and
respected for It. Three cheers for
feminism!
The Reggae show, which beats
Thursday 2 to 4 p.m., Is hosted
by Robyn Ragley. According to

Ragley, the show Is quite popular
with foreign students and she
gets many requests. Although she
does not like to play top 40 reggae, she does play a lot of Bob
Marley and Peter Tosh as well as
local reggae band, Groovemaster.
"Reggae's message Is universal
and It Is representative of where
music Is going." Ragley said.
Dave Sears' World Music Show
can be heard on Tuesday between 7 and 8 p.m. "The show Is
about music from anywhere but
here." Sears said. "It Is good music that people In America tend
not to realize Is there."
The World Music Show features music from El Salvador,
Turkey, France and Senegal
along with many other counties.
"I want people to know there
are (countries like) Senegal making music worth listening to,"
■ See WBGU, page 8.

Annual

ONE LOVE REGGAE
h

Party

U

Sat. Nov. 2
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M

9 p.m., Union Ballroom
featuring

Inslefer/Heother Dunaway
REGGAE QUEEN: Robyn Ragley hosts a weekly reggae show at WBGU.
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Harry Connlck Jr.
Bloc Light. Red Light
Colombia

A STEELER IN A STRANGE LAND
Pittsburgh fan braves Dawg Pound
by Mike Hackney
contributing writer

It was my very first "live" NFL
experience — like something out
of a dream. My favorite team, the
Pittsburgh Steelers, vs, a not-sofavorlte team, the Cleveland
Browns. (Note: the Intensity of
my dislike for the latter team can
be described no further lest I
make enemies with half the campus. Including my editor.)
I made the trip to rainy Cleveland early Sunday afternoon and
by 2:30 p.m.. I could feel the ex-

citement In the air begin to rise.
All my life I remember dreading
the thought of traveling to dreary
Cleveland — the obnoxious
crowd, the howling, the spilling
of beer, the shoving. But as I
fought the hustling traffic, I felt
the city of Cleveland come alive.
For those who have never been
there. Cleveland Stadium Is
something to behold. I was overwhelmed by Its magnitude and
Inspired by Its sell-out crowd.
Imagine me. a devoted Steeler
fan since I could talk, roaming
■See Dswg. page 8.

The major note of Harry
Connlck Jr.'s latest movement In the swing revival.
Blur Light, Red Light, rests
In a commendable first
effort at arranging and writing his own material: try to
disregard his allegiance to
Sinatra and Torme on this
one, folks.
The blue note falls on the
absence of Connlck's
nimble piano, with the exception of a few pllnks on
"She belongs to He." Lyrically, Connlck adheres to
simple rhyme and "first
date" and family Idealism
on cuts like "He Is They
Are." The dreary laments
which disrupted his previous LP We Are In Love
limit themselves to "Sonny
Cried" and "JIII" on the new
LP.
This recording concentrates more heavily on catchy arrangements and
swing with punch. Harry
jumps back to New Orleans
with the Dixieland rag of
"With Imagination." "Just
Kiss Me" concludes the LP
with a full-orchestra speed
Jitterbug.

v*
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THINGS THAT GO
BUMP IN MY MIND
by Greg Watson
scary guy

Boy am I glad Halloween Is
over so I no longer have to put up
with little Barts screaming for
more Kit Kats and ghosts, goblins
and witches have packed It in for
the year.
Every Halloween, something
really weird happens to me. I'm
not sure If anything happened to
me this year, I had to write this
early (something about deadline
— wait! Deadline Is scary.)
My first venture Into the Scary
Zone was Oct. 31, 1977, when I
was watching San ford and Son
with my parents. I turned to my
parents and said "Someday...soon, Red Foxx will die."
FOURTEEN YEARS LATER I WAS
RIGHT!!!!!
Only 30 days before Halloween In 1979,1 was watching
Nolan Ryan pitch. I said "He will
strike somebody out tonight." In
the third inning - he did. He also
struck out some other guys.
My two toughest bosses have
died. My other bosses better be
nice to me and buy me stuff.
On Halloween night, 1981,1
saw the ghost of Elvis. I attacked
Elvis and started beating him up

because I hated his music. Elvis
ripped off his face and started
yelling, "Why are you hitting me?
MOOOOOMMYYYYY."
A demon follows me everywhere making sure every female
in the world hates me. THAT Is
why I can't get a date.
Halloween 1983.1 was walking on a deserted street. The air
was still —suddenly I felt a warm
breeze. Then It was still again. I
ran home and locked myself In
the bathroom.
On Halloween, 1985, my dog
started barking. 1 looked out the
window - AND THERE WAS
NOTHING OUT THERE!
In 1987.1 was In a graveyard.
I heard grass rustle behind me
and saw a ghost In the form of a
chipmunk. But I knew better and
threw a big rock at It.
I have a Paul McCartney tape
which plays backward. Paul said
to me, "Ihlhlh teg annog erew."
During the Halloween season
in 1988,1 dated Satan. Satan said
she was an education major —
but now I know she was really a
frigid bitch from hell.
What other horrendous things
will happen to me? Will my socks
disappear? Misspellings appear
In my stories? Cleveland win the
pennant? W1U this get published?
Or am I already In hell. In the
coldest university In the world,
sentenced to eternally to a life of
reporting, confusion and not
enough Swiss cheeze. But It's better than Jersey.

( INI MARK IHLAIKls
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IN A FAMILY WAY: Hey, leave the
Doctor alone - he's a family man

Dr. DAVE'S
MUSIC QUIZ
by Dave iaiklnd
Incredible College of Musical Knowledge

Halloween and commitment.
Commitment and Halloween.
Scary stuff, kids. They're both
fun and they both offer the
possibility of reaping great rewards, but... Actually, this year's
October was great for both
events. Dr. Dave and the entire
staff at "Dr. Dave's Incredible
College of Musical Knowledge"
wish my little brother, Scott, and
his fiancee, Lorle (Hey, 1 remembered the "e") all the best as
they announced their engagement last week. Bobcat
love's a wonderful thing.
Dr. Dave, the brother-ln-Iaw-tobe, found several perfect entries
to last week's "city" quiz. In our
haphazard drawing, Tom Jones
Jr., (Nah, I won't make any stupid
Jokes about your name. But,
what's new, pussycat?) who said
he'D be the Invisible man this
year, knew the answers were:
1." How Will I Know?''or
several others 2 .Starshlp 3 Guns
'n Roses 4.Boston 5."I've Been
Thinking About You" 6."Take Uy
Breath Away" 7.Glenn Frey
8 -Relax"9 Billy Idol lO.Marc
Conn
To enter this week's quiz, send
your entry with your name, address, phone number, and first

celebrity crush to "Dr. Dave's
Quiz," c/o 214 West Hall, BG.
OH. 43403. or dip It Into the luxurious box In 210 West Hall before 8p.m., Tues., Nov. 5. 1991.
In honor of my brother, my
Cleveland family (coming to town
this week), and my Arizona family (school-oriented bunch that
they are), this week's quiz goes
out to all of you who are In or
who have ever had a family:
Freshman level-One point
each.
1 Who hit the charts with both
"Papa Don't Preach" and "Oh
Father'7
2. Who hit Number One with
"Father Figure"?
Sophomore level-Two points
each.
3 Who punched the Top 20
with "Mama Said Knock You
Out?
4."Sister Christian" was the
biggest hit for what California
band?
Junior level-Three points each.
5. What duo hit the Top 10 to
1983 with "Family Han'?
6. What band hit the Top 20
with "Your llama Don't Dance"
in 1989?
Senior level-Four points each.
7 .What was Twisted Sister's
only Top 40 hit?
8 Who hit the Top 40 In 1988
with "Dance Little Slsler'7
Graduate level-Five points
each.
9. Name either of Swing Out
Sister's Top 40 hits.
lO.The first solo female rapper
to hit the charts was the lady who
hit the Top 40 this year with "It's
A Shame (My Sister)". Who Is
she?
Of course you all know that If
you are this week's chosen winner, you win receive a FREE
promotional cassette from Finders Records And Tapes at 128
N. Main and an OFFICIAL Dr.
Dave diploma. If you're down wit
O.P.P.. YOU could be the winner.

IN YOUR FACE: Penelope Aon lilllrr and Danny DeVlio square off In Other People's Money.'

DeVito and Peck strike it rich
While Tony Danza gets to annoy America weekly on one of
the worst shows on TV, his Taxi
co-star. Danny DeVito, has e-
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which gives him the latest financial reports. When Carmen tells
him that the New England Wire
and Cable Company would be the
most profitable for him to destroy. Garfleld and his firm go to
work.

AZ

■ See Mosey, page 8.
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DELTA ZETA would like to announce
our Big/LII Pairs:
Tri»h Ingram/.. _...7\.
Carrie Anne Beller
Andrea Snyder*^ !jt.. TS^... .Alicia Cercone
Trade McChiskey ....*.. ,^.*^*... Shannon Favri
Mary Jane Divorznik
Jeaaica Harming
Jen Keck
Tara Hartman
Cheryl Cage
Megan Keller
Mary FeHz
Kristen Kemph
Heidi Grunner
Amy Kotton
Amy Scott
Michelle Magin
Beth Myers
Jennifer Niece
Joanie Seitnet
Lisa Warner
Lorl Pickup
Jennifer Whisler
Julie Gumban
Julia Winners
Lisa Peterson
Mary Listerman
Jen Box .. JJJ. M''»«/• M» • •£ • • Bethanie Bearor

BOWLING GREEN
KIWANIS CLUB

PANCAKE
DAY
Saturday, November 2,1991
* NEW HOURS *

Serving 7:30 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
SINK* HIGH SCHOCX O/SIHIA / W KX «D
A0UITJ $4,00 / CHUUN 112 1 UNDO) $2.00
SINK* CmziNS |65 1 OVH1 $2.00 • CAMYOUTS AMAIU •
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merged as one of the most successful stars of the big screen.
DeVlto's latest film Is the uneven,
but funny, Other People's Money
In which he plays Lawrence Garfield, the quintessential 80 s corporate raider.
Every morning Garfleld wakes
up to his computer. Carmen,

by David Huffman
film critic
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Vanessa Stamper

Julie Dorian

Kris Wiesolek
Chris McArtor
Cindy Hudec
Andrea Kelessay .......>
Missy Rowland... .777^!?^...

Marybeth Monty
.Jennifer Stripe
Mercedez Fisher
Suzanne Wheeler
Kym Walls
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With the holiday shopping madness ready to begin any day, we ailnslder Central decided this was a good
time to give some campus folk a chance to relieve tension while enlightening us all about our culture. And
of course, we decided they had to do It through that favorite activity of consumptlon-lovln' Americans - SHOPPING
So we gave them all a specific place to go - pockets bulging with an imaginary S250 from the Insider
fun fund and off they went.
Here are today's four lucky shoppers:
KIM CALLECOD, Popular Culture graduate student, takes us to downtown BG.
RICHARD MAJIKAS. sophomore Graphic Design major, cruises out to Toledo's (toy) Heaven on Earth - Toys R' Us.
TIM FUNK, senior Popular Culture major and Insider staff writer stays closer to home (or campus,
rather) and finds some "neat stuff' at the University Bookstore.
And last but not least ANDREA TANNER, senior Journalism major, shopped til she dropped at Woodland Mall.
To downtown BG we go.
Callecod said that while downtown might not be the most diverse place to shop, It does offer a wide
representation of Americans and their buying habits.
"Every single thing on my list could be construed as a leisure item." she admitted. "Some of the things
are more edifying than others."
"The ultimate American thing" is pizza, according to Callecod. That and of course, beer. Beer and Levl's
Jeans were two items she wanted to purchase but they were not for sale on Main Street. "The six-pack Is
quintessential^ American," she said.
Callecod said the growth chart poster of Islah Thomas of the Detroit Pistons was fitting.
"That Is really appropriate because our heroes now are athletes and that (Americans) literally measure
themselves against an athlete...We seem to mass market our (athletes) better than any other country,"
she said.
On the purchase of The Bible, she said. "For better or worse, that forms the basis for a lot of American
trends."
"And I would buy all of this stuff with a credit card, of course," she concluded.
Next on our shopping excursion was Richard Majlkas, who was pleased to find that toy guns have Improved since his days as a child warrior.
"You used to have to make the sounds. Now It does It for you," he
said.
He said the futuristic. Lego train set symbolizes American's love of
technology and Improvement.
"I think we're hoping for our future. We are still very excited about
the space thing," he said.
The Vlewmaster purchase Is another remnant of childhood.
"It's an American classic. I think every kid has had a Vlewmaster."
he said.
The electronic rap game represents Americans love of fun. It would
be best used for "dancing like a fool," he said.
"You learn things from toys - sharing and cooperation and all that
sort of stuff," Majlkas explained.
The University Bookstore proved to be an adventurous spot for our
staff shopper, Tim Funk.
"My mission - to purchase S250 of Americana at the University •
- proved that the furbelows of consumer culture can be peddled most
anywhere," Funk said.
Among his most Intriguing purchases were Curious George books,
beverage glasses, and posters.
ln*ld*r/Aprii Clock
POSTER CHILD: Tim Funk gets sandwiched by the Blues Brothers at the UnlFunk said Curious George is a prime example of the model Ameriverlsty Bookstore.
can citizen.
By Morrella Raleigh

"He could probably reduce an entire city to rubble, cry a bit, and the man In the yellow hat would still
buy him Ice cream," he said.
The alcoholic beverage glasses, long considered staples of college (and American) life, serve several
purposes, according to Funk.
"With spirits, you can support the state economy and forget the national recession at the same time," he
deduced.
Andrea Tanner's mall experience enlightened her to the exploitation and preoccupations of Americans.
"(Shopping) Is a way to make money and It's a commentary on how American people think," she said.
Americans' concerns about health and fitness might not be what they seem. Tanner said the $ 115
sneakers show American's fickleness for fads.
"(The shoes) show that people aren't as much Into health as they are Into style."
For Tanner, the best examples of American culture come In book form.
The bargain book on Vanilla Ice reflects a growing problem, she said.
"I think he exploits a black art form for his own personal good."
The Malcolm X and Think and Grow books "represent two divergent sub-groups of African-Americans
In 1991," according to Tanner.
"These two books show that there Is a growing split between black people now," she said.
One group seeks material wealth while the other foregoes profit to embrace their heritage, Tanner explained.
So, the next time you're fighting those blue-light special crowds In search of something, take a look
around and think what you're buying says about you.

SUPER SHOPPER
Tim Funk.
Senior
Major: Pop. Culture
Home: Cleveland

^
*
*

/ Hate Fun by Mifflin
Lowell

$5.95

Big Book of Hell by
MattGroenig
$15.95
Where's Waldo:
The Magnificent
Poster Book
$16.95
TheUltimate Fun
Book by Martin
Hanford
$7.95
A selection of World
Wrestling
Federation
magazines
$10.00
Curious George
books by Marget
Rey
$2.95
Star Trek book and
movie library
$35.00
Stephen King titles $5.95
Ultra Tide
$3.49
Ultra Cheer
$3.99
Beef Jerky
$6.00
Pocket Trout
squeeze light
$6.79
Whoosh II
$7.39
Plastic Dinosaurs
$7.50
Snoopy and Ziggy
mini-posters
$10.00
2 Stuffed Animals $50.00
BGSU beer mugs
$4.00
BGSU pitchers
$8.00
BGSU shot glasses $2.00
American Flag
handbasket
$9.50
Legal size
envelopes (40ct.)
$.79
Posters
$5.00
Total

$252.55
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SUPER SHOPPER
Andrea Tanner.
Senior
Major: Journalism
Home: Youngstown
Foot Locker: Bo
Jackson Nike crosstrainer sneakers,
(denim, yellow, black
and white)

$115.

Record Den: Please
Hammer Don't Hurt
'em. CDbyMC
Hammer
$14.98
Claire's Boutique:
Stress-X squeeze
relief toy and threes
pairs of earrings,
three necklaces and
four bracelets

$5.00

Waldenbooks: The
Milwaukee Murders $4.99
Think and Grow
Rich: A Black Coice
by Dennis Kimbro
and Napolean Hill
$20.00
Malcom X: The life
of a Man who
Changed America by
Bruce Perry
$24.93
Growing Up in the
Jackson Family by
Latoya Jackson with
Patricia Romanowski $19.95
and the November
issues of Essence
$2.00
and Emerge
$2.50
The Dollar Tree:
Vanilla Ice, a book.
Total:

ln«ld«r/Jell Rockl.fle

TUNES FOR OUR TIUES: Kim Callecodpicks the hits

SUPER SHOPPER
Richard Majikas,
Sophomore
Major: Graphic Design
Home: Cleveland

Legoland Futuron
Monorail Transport
System
$139.99
Floor Model Rod
$69.99
Hockey
Operation Desert
Patrol Electronic
$14.99
Gun
Vanilla Ice Electronic
Rap Game with Beat
Box
Aerobie
View Master 3-D

7
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SUPER SHOPPER
Kim Callecod,
Graduate Student
Popular Culture
Home: BG
*********
Pisanello's Pizza
Finder's: Four CDs: Green, REM; Apocalypse
91: The Enemy Strikes Black, Public Enemy;
Lady in Satin, Billie Holiday; Use Your Illusion,
Guns 'n Roses
Hidden Realms: Three comics (Batman,
Superman, Taboo)
Falcon House: Life-size Isiah Thomas poster
College sweatshirt
Evans Office Equipment: One pack of
computer disks for P.C.
Batteries for television remote control
Two answering machine cassette tapes
Wizard Graphics:
T-shin with saying
ben Franklin:
PTbif doll with costume
The Village Preacher:
The Bible
Video Spectrum:
Two Nintendo games
Shane (a western)
The Godfather III
A stand up comedy video
Grounds for Thought:
Donuts and muffins
Four used paperbacks: Stephen King, Daniel
Steele, James Ellroy, and a science fiction
novel
Seven magazines: The Advocate, Environment,
Mad, TV Guide, Vogue, Sports Illustrated,
Rolling Stone

$8.00

$53.96
$9.00
$13.00
$35.00
$15.00
$4.00
$5.00
$12.00
$14.00
$2700

$12.28

$1.00
$220.34

ln»W«f/Heather Dunowoy
if ORE BANG FOB YOUR BUCK: Richard UaJIkas shows on his new toy

CHARGE!: Andrea Tanner prepares to assault
Woodland Hall.

■
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FIND THE PATH TO NIRVANA

guitar riffs and gravelly vocals. It
Is musically more dynamic
than Bleach Kurd! Kobal n Is actually coherent now and then.
Unfortunately for Sub Pop diehards, AOR stations have caught
on to this, dooming Nirvana to
the fate suffered by Just about
every good band that has to go
sign with a major label.
■Scott DeKatch

Definite I y a departure from
Bleach, Nirvana's Sub Pop debut.
Then again, the band has gone
through a majorpersonnel
change. Drummer Chad Channlng has been permanently replaced with David Grohl and lead
guitarist Jason Everman has
mysteriously disappeared, leaving Nirvana with a more polished, Ughter-than-thunder
power-trio format. This Is neither
good nor bad. but a departure I and one that Is filling Nirvana's
(and David Geflen's) pocketbooks.

MM
Tromp* It Monde
Elektra
It's damn cool.
- Tim Funk
Trip Shakespeare
Lula

Although Nevermind contains
Nirvana's trademark punchy

Trip Shakespeare almost pull It
off. The vocals go too much

PLEBE5
cooi_/>
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towards the Tiny Tim side and
the lyrics get a tad sentimental
for postpunk college radio at
times, but on three glorious cuts - ■ From Dawg, page 4. ^^^^-^^^^
"Bachelorette," "Down My
through potentially the most
Block," and the near-perfect
dangerous and energetic bunch
"Look At The Moon" - these Minof NFL howlers ever assembled,
neapolis popsters come within a
huddled together against the
dog's eyetooth of recording the
rain, arm In arm. I was truly a
perfect soundtrack for one of the
stranger In a strange land.
most enduring cultural gifts of the
The Steelers gave them a good
70s - Scooby-Doo. No lie. This
show In the "dawg pound." Loscartoon trio summons technicolor ing what I consider a heartvisions of Scoob. Shaggy, and the breaker to the Browns, 17-14. A
rest of the gang, shambling
prayer In the end zone — where
across TV screens, on the run
Leroy Hoard of the Browns
from vampires, Frankenstein
caught a touchdown pass while
monsters, and werewolves.
lying flat on his back — and a
rare miss by Steelers' kicker Gary
Anderson technically saved Bernle Kosar and his gang from
And Trip Shakespeare If you
sheer embarassment at home.
come through you're gonna get
The energy In Cleveland Is not
yourself a Scooby snack. (Don't
look back.)
Just on the field. It Is In the seats
as well. It Is In the very walls of
the stadium (although she Is
crumbling down before our
eyes). The energy of the Browns
permeates the very air above the

fry II Morion
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However. Garfleld does not realize that his latest prey Is owned
by "Jorgy" (Gregory Peck), an
Idealist who still believes In the
American work ethic. He Is not
about to surrender his company
without a fight and has as his secret weapon his beautiful stepdaughter lawyer Kate (Penelope
Ann Miller)
DeVlto has proven In films like
Ruthless People and Romancing
the Stone that he can play the
slimy greedmonger role. He Is
perfect as "Larry the Liquidator."
The attractive Miller has so far
made a career playing love Interests in everything ranging from
Big Top Pet-Wee to Awakenings.
No one better could have played
Jorgy than Peck, whose presence
captures the quiet strength that
the role requires.

ALWAYS ON MY NEVERMIND: Nirvana (I lor) Chris Novostllc. David Grohl
and Kurt Cobaln.
Nirvana
Nevermind
DGC

■ From Moaey, page 5. —^—^—
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Hidden Realms

Sears said.
WBGU offers many multicultural programs for all dlffrent
sorts of people with all sorts of
different tastes.
Andy Huffman, musical direc-

Was I dlssappolnted by the
score? Perhaps I got a little lonely
at times, sitting In black and gold
while crazy, barking people, clad
In orange and brown, came
together as one. But never dlssappolnted! My first NFL game
was an awesome one — a cherished memory I will share fondly
with my first born. No, I will
never live In Cleveland, but
something magical happens there
on Sundays — something that
speaks on the true essence of
loyalty and support.
In Cleveland, It's FOOTBALL —
stripped to Its essentials, raw and
fascinating to the very last play.
My heart Is In Pittsburgh. But I
will never forget that wonderful
game In rainy Cleveland — October 27. 1991 I was glad to be a
part of It. Thanks for the memories, ya bunch of dawgs!

tor at WBGU, offers some good
advice.
"Enrich yourself." Huffman
said. "There Is more to music
than top 40, classic rock and
alternative."

■ From Reggae, page 3.
Is looking forward to the event.
"This event Is one of the
strongest ways to create unity on
a campus that has many divisions," Lam said.
The Ark combines reggae and
, soca (a mixture of soul and caly\ pso) to create a unique, upbeat
j sound which sets them apart
from many local reggae bands.
The Ark succeeds In creating a
medium that Is not only entertaining, but conscl en ce -raising.
Most of their songs carry very
stong messages. This aspect of
reggae Is known In reggae terms
as the "cry of the people"

COMICS • GAMES • BOOKS
126 W. Woostor St.
333-3386
. Open: Monday thru Saturday 12-6

misty Cleveland skyline.

4C f«A*o.-c£> iHoir TOi*R a"

t»wi«»i-i5ni>
TWCW,

Director Norman Jewlson
{Moonstruck, In the Heat of the
Nlghf) deserves a great deal of
credit for the film's success but Is
also responsible for Its major
problem. After hearing the test
audience's response, Jewlson
changed the film's conclusion.
The result Is a "happy" ending
that makes little sense and leaves
•he viewer feeling cheated.
Even though the ending hurts
(he film, It Is still very entertaining. DeVlto could have done
much worse -Just look at Dansa's
She's Out of Control.

IFromWBGU.pagc3..
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As Garfleld and Kate play cat
and mouse, a relationship starts
to emerge. Thanks to the wellwritten script by two-time Oscar
winner Alvln Sargent, this pairing seems believable despite the
unlikely visual couple they make.

According to Lam, having the
event on campus will open the

doors of reggae for those who
may not find the bar scene parttcularly enjoyable or accessible
due to age.
"The Ark's goal Is to entertain,
educate and enlighten," Lam
said. "The party represents a
continuing effort In making (the
University) a culturally diverse
campus."
The event Is being sponsored
by the Caribbean Association,
African Peoples Association.
Ethnic Cultural Arts Program,
Graduate Student Senate. Progressive Student Organlzatln. Women for Women, and the
World Student Association Admission Is free.
*
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NOVEMBER 4,1991
M( )NDAY 1 5VENING
6:00
6:30
7:00

lil
tl
111
IB

News
CBC News

ItjU

o

8:00

8:30

9:00

9:30

Can Be Told Shade

Mapr Dad

Murphy B.

Design W

Northern Exposure

Newsmag

MomPI

Design W

| Northern Exposure

10:30

11:00

11:30

12:00

Tan

Arsenio Mall

CBC News

SCTV

Secret Agent

News

Sweating Bullets

News

Tonight Show

Material

Northwood

Night Heat

Wh Fortune Jeopardy'

Snade

Maior Dad

Murphy B

News

NBC News

Ent Tonight

Cur Affair

Fresh Prince Blossom

Love Coo

ABC News

M'A'S'H

Family Feud

MacGyver

NFL Football. New York Giants at Philadelphia Eagles

MacNeil/lehrer Newshour

Childhood

American Experience

C. Everett Koop. M D

EastEnders

Horowiu Plays Mozart

Amencan Experience

Cosmos

Served

Mysteryi

Star Trek: Next Gener

Married..

Night Court

Mama s F

News

Married .

M-A-S'H

Hunta

Bodybuilding: Men

Speed

SportsCenter

MacNetl/Lebrer Newshour

Sandiego

Childhood

Boss'

Mama

Married

Night Court

Movie:

Boss'

Family Ties

Married

Golden Girts Movie: "Weird Science

am

Sports

Up Close

SporlsCtl

NFL

IMC

"Eliminators

Cont'd

Movie. "Bring on the Night

Journal

Movie: 'The Gambler Returns: Luck ol the Draw"

Gone With the Wind

NFLMon

Scnaap Talk

Stihl Timber Series

Movie: "'After Dark. My Swc el

12:30

News

CBS News

Reading

■it

10:00

News

Naturescene Business

«!)
IB

7:30

CBS News

Shopping

JArsenio Hall

Movie:

Get Smart

NFL Great

Casualties ol War

NOVEMBER 5,1991
TUESDAY EVENING
6:00

O

o

ID
89
0
0
0
0
0

CBC News

7:00

7:30

8:00

8:30

9:00

CBS News

Can Be Told Rescue 911

Movie

Newsmag

On Road

9:30

5th estate

Market P)

CBS News

Wh Fortune Jeopardy1

Rescue 911

Movie

News

NBC News

Ent Tonight

Cur Affair

1II Fry Away

In the Heat ol the Night

Love Con

ABC News

M'A'S'M

Family Feud

Naturescene Business

MacNeil/lehrer Newshour

Fun House

Home Imp

Man Alive

Coach

Tonight Show

Shopping

Frontline

C Everett Koop. MO

Nova
Movie:

Boss'

Family Ties

WmgYrbk

NHL Hockey Minnesota North Stars at Oi Krort Red Wings

Up Close

SportsCtr

Olympiad Persistem

Gone With the Wind

Expedition Ei rth

|News

[Amazing Games Japan

"Less Than Zero

Movie

[Adventure

Bad Dreams

Served

Masterpiece Theatre

Married

N ght Court

Mama

Mamed.

M-A" i-H

Hunter

SportsCenter

V
JMovie

Studio 59

Get Smart

yb.lll

Where the Heart Is

The

5

A)>

PIZZA STORE

* Make your own pizzas & save
•k We have the finest ina.rediertts
* Threw a pizza parly

Worth
Watching

best

in

entertainment
and information
is on your public
station,Channel
27. Check the

$10.00
A
DOZEN

listings for this
week's programs.

CASH - N - CARRY
428 E. WOOSTER

News

Nightline

Night Court

353-1045

Special Squad

Urban Angel

EastEnders

Sandiego

SWEETHEART
ROSES

SCTV

News

Arsemo Hall

Mamed...

12:30

CBC News

In the Shadow ol Love

Mama

#

12:00
Arsento Hal

Barbara Walters

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

|MOW

11:30
Taxi

Journal

Boss?

Teiasviile Cont'd

Law 1 Order

11:00
News

Frontlme

Reading

Movie

Journal

Posing: Inspired by Three Real Stories

Roseanne

Nova

10:00 1 10:30

Posing: Inspired by Three Real Stories"

News

OM NBA Today
THC

6:30

News

352-1693

Located Behind the
State Liquor Store and
Next to Kroger's

WBGU
TV27

a

10

Friday. ■avamMr 1. mi

TbemUOCR

NOVEMBER 6,1991
WEDNESDAY EVENING
6:00
O

o
o

6:30

7:00

News

8:00

8:30

Can Be Told Brooklyn Rhdgp

Newsmag

Place

9:00

9:30

Jake and the Falman

10:00

10:30

48 Hours

11:00

11:30

12:00

News

Taxi

Arsenio Hall
Secret Agent

Urban Angel

Mature of Things

CBC News

SCTV

News

CBS News

Wh Fortune Jeopardy1

Brooklyn Bridge

Jake and the Fatman

48 Hours

News

Scene ol the Crime

News

NBC News

Ent Tonight

Cur Affair

Unsolved Mysteries

Night Court

Quantum Leap

News

Tonight Show

o

Love Coo

ABC News

M'A'S'H

Family Feud Dinosaurs

Arsenio Hall

Nighthne

ffl

Naturescene Business

Great Performances

Journal

c

CD

8D

CBC News

7:30

CBS News

MacNeH/Lehrer Newshour

Wonder Y

Edge
Edge

heading

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Sandiego

Survival

o

Boss'

Mama

Married

Night Court

Movie: Jagged Edge

CD

Boss'

Family Ties

Married

Gotden Girls Movie

Sport sCtt

Baseoail

ESPN Inside PGA

Up Close

TMC "A Star Is Born Cont d

Movie

Survival

Journal

Seinleld

False Arrest

Twins

Great American Events

Shopping

Studio 59

rontlme

Great Performances

Served

Nova

Slar Trek Next Gener

Married

Night Court

Mama s F

Ne*s

Married

M'A'S'H

Hunter

SportsCtr

Auto Racing OH Road

LPBT Bowling Denver Classic
Movie

Movie "Cinema Paradiso

12:30

Billiards World Ch

The First Power'

Movie:

Get Smart

Stealing Heaven

NOVEMBER 7,1991
THURSDAY EVENING
6:30
7:00
7:30
6:00
CBS News
Can Be Told
O News
Front Page
Newsmag
O CBC News
CBS News
Wh Fortune Jeopardy1
CD News
NBC New
Enl Tonight Cur Affair
CD News
Family Feud
CD Love Con ABC News M'A'S'H
MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour
9 Naturescene Business
69 Reading
MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Sandiego

8:00

8:30

9:00

9:30

10:00

10:30

Top Cops

Trials ol Rosie O Neil!

Adnenne Clarkson

COOCO

Top Cops

Tnals ol Ros* 0 Neil

Knots Landing

Cosby Show |ftl World

Cheers

Wings

LA Law

FBI-Story

Detective

Pros 8 Cons

Knots Landing

Kids in the Hall

| Journal

11:30

11:00

12:00

News

Taxi

Arsenio Hall

CBC News

SCTV

Special Squad

News

Silk Stalkings

Hews

Tonight Show

Shopping

Primetime Live

Arsenio Hall

Wild Am

Art Beat

Mysteryi

Shape ol the World

Art Beat

TV News NPPA Awards

ThursNite

Nighthne

Studio 59

Old House

Mysteryi

Robin Hood-Outlaw Adam

Served

Thurs-Ntte

Interests

Boss'

Mama

Married

Night Court

Simpsons

Drexeii

Beverly Hills. 90210

Star Trek: Neil Gener

Married

Night Court

Mama

Boss'

Family Ties

Married

Golden Girls Simpsons

Dre.ell

Beverly Hills 90210

News

Married

M'A'S'H

Hunter

ESPN Thbreds

Up Close

SportsCtr

TMC

Short Film

Movie

CD
CD

Vaimont

SpeedWeek

College Football Texas AJ W at Texas Christian

Erik ttie Viking

SportsCenter

Movie. "Red Blooded American Girl

Movie

12:30

Get Smart

PGA Gorl Four Tours

Rockula

Movie

Vaimont

NOVEMBER 8,1991
FRIDAY EVENING
6:30
6:00
7:00
CGS News
O News

o

CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD

7:30

8:00

8:30

Can Be ToW Perfect Crimes

9:00

MaxGhch

Tommy Hunter

Street Legal

News

CBS News

Wh Fortune Jeopardy'

Perfect Crimes

Carol Burnett

News

NBC News

Ent Tonight Cur Affair-

Matiock

FleshBid

CBC News

NMMNg

Family Feud

10:00

10:30

Palace Guard
Journal

11:00

12:00

11:30

News

Taxi

12:30

Arsenio Hall

CBC News

Good Rockm' Tonne

Harrys

Palace Guard

News

Dark Justice

Shopping

Dear John

Reasonable Doubts

News

Tonight Show

Arsenio Hall

Love Con

ABC News

M'A — H

Strangers

Baby Talk

20/20

Previews

Business

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Wash Week Will SI

Business

Adam Smith

Doctor Who

Read ng

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Mclaughlin

Wash Week wall St

Veterans Day Concert

Newport Jazz 91

Served

Frontline

Boss'

Mama

Married

Night Court

America s Mosl Wanted

Besl Worst

Video

Star Trek Nexi Gener

Married

Night Court

Boss'

Family Ties

Married

Golden Girls America s Most Wanted

Best Worst

Video

News

Married

M'A'S'H

Hunter

ESPN Motowortd

Up Close

S ports Or.tpr

Superbouts: All vs Norton NFL s Greatest Moments

Drag Racing US Open

Glory Days

SportsCtr

PGA Gorl Four Tours

TMC

Movie

Movie

Movie

Hearts

Movie

Badge ot the Assassin

-*/A\^=

{£ EASYSTREET f
104 S. Main St.

a

\$?P*§£r'

353-0988

PRESENTS

Family

9:30

Carol Burnett

Step by S

Avalon

The innovative rock band. Balance of
energetic driving rock and fluid sounds
of keyboards and acoustic guitars.

Last Call

Puppet Master II

HOT CUTS!
Our stylists are just
dyeing to meet you. '

QHO/TPAJ^
Friday & Saturday

In Concert

Nigntline
Mysteryi

rosters.
Inde Labels^
Imports

(^ ifc.}„„is laW^ ~\

Postcards

&«4>j

Tfe i^ Jf Rock &
■•«..-.-.-. .o'Tye Dye Shirts

'2.00 Off Any Service
| What are you waiting for? Call now!l

Videoss/

$1.00 oft
w/ this AD

XStickers

$6 00 or more. No limit"
E»p. It/7/91
Sole, speciol order, consignment, or trades excluded

Friday, ■■vamber i. it9i

TMMUttR

NOVEMBER 9,1991
SATURDAY AFTERNOON
1:00
Lann Jrnl

lelecast

PGA Gorl: Amoco-Centel Championship

Sesame Street

Homework s

Gardener

Frsh'n

Sports Weekend

Future

Waldo

Insp Gadget Riders

Kingdom

Newsmakers Showcase

Saved-Beii

Saved-Beii

lns.de Stuff

School Ouiz

Notre Dame

College Football Tennessee at Notre Dame

Bugs Bunny & Tweety

Skmer'

Weekend

Earth Jrnl.

laservisran

To Be Announced

La CooKm

Gourmet

Cooking

Garden

Gourmet

Ok) House

Workshop

Hometime

Woodwright

Scl Model

Austin City Limits

Woodwork

Outdoors

MotorWeek

Stream side

Old House

Garden

Woodwright

Homelime

Gourmet

Cooking

Gourmet

ES1>N

IMC

Future

Wak»

WWF Wrestling

12:00

Movie:

Disability

NFL Great

College Gam* ■day

Sibling Rivalry Cont'd

1:30

2:30

3:00

3:30

Family Ties

Three Men and a Little Lady

| Telecast

5:30

Family Ties

Olympic Wmtetiest
Adam-t?

Movie

Dragnet

Lonesome Pme Special

Alexandei

Tracks

|so Model

Baywatch

Beauty and the Beast
For a Few Dollars More"
|Scorebrd

|MOV«

5:00

College Football Regional Coverage

Telecast

Lifestyles Rich

[star Search

4:30

Olympic Wmterlest

Sports Weekend

|wrfliamsTV

|College FootOail Big Ten Conlerenee Game

Movie

1

Movie ' Hannie CaukJer

The Money Pit"

Police Academy 2 Their First Assignment"

Movie

2:00

4:00

12:30

Insp Gadget Game Pro

11:30

11:00

O
O
O
IB
O
O
69
6B
69

Movie:

Shock Corridor

Emergency

College Football Teams to Be Announced
Family Business

•^••©

•»

SATURDAY EVENING
6:00

O
O
ID
IB
68
69
0
63
69

News

6:30
CBS News

7:00
Big Chuck

7:30
New WKRP

8:00
Movie

9:00

8:30

9:30

Above the Law

Star Search

Sisters

News

Saturday Night Live

Young Riders

Commtsh

Arserno Hall

Newport Jazz 9t

Lonesome Pine Special

Earth

Movie

News

NBC News

Entertainment Tonight

Gokl*n Girls Golden Girls Empty Nesl

Above the Law'

American Gladiators

Boss'

Newtons

Lawrence Welk Show

Veterans Day Concert

Gro Pains

European

Tony Brown

Lawrence Welk Snow

Movie

Superdad

Nurses

Movie:

Movie

Bound lor Glory

Man Talked Too Much

Cops

Cops

Hoover

Stuntmasters

M'A'S'H

NBA Basketball Detroit Pistons at New Jersey Nets

News

Pistons

Star Trek Next Gener

Scorebrd

College Football Teams to Be Announced
Movie:

Madhouse

SEE NEXT TUESDAYS
B.G. NEWS

* More Prizes
* Harder Puzzle

352-1504
354-4660

JMovie

Football Scoreboard
Three Men and a Little Lady

Hawthorne

JFn. the 13th Series

NBA Basketball Detroit Pistons at New Jersey Nets

Sibling Rivalry

Country Beat

Austin City Limits

Emergency

TMC Movie:

12:30

WarGames

CBC News

Grudge Match

ESPN College Football

12:00

News

NHL Hockey. Calgary Flames at Toronto Maple Leals

Wh Fortune |Cash Exp

Degrassi

11:30

P S1 Luv U

Oon Cherry Roast
CBS News

College Football

11:00
News

News

CBC News

10:00 I 10:30
PS 1 Luv U

| Movie:

| Get a Lite

SportsCenler
Savage Beach

Super Force Lightning
Cops

Cops
Golf

11

12

TMMSHKI

Friday. nowember 1.1991

NOVEMBER 10,1991
SUNDAY AFTERNOON
11:30
12:00
11:00

O
O
O
IB
9

a

89

12:30
NFL Today

1:00

1:30

2:30

2:00
Jeftersons

Technician

In America

Coronation

Best Years

Meeting Place

Real Estate

Coaches

Coaches

NFL Today

NFL Football Detroit Lions at Tampa Bay Buccaneers

Sunglasses

Hawthorne

In America

NFL Live

NFL Football Pittsburgh Steeters at Cincinnati Bengals

Larry Jones

Week-Oavid Brinkley

Close-Up

Business

Tony Brown

Cokxes'

Firing Line

Business

Grace

Degrassi

Club

One on One Adam Smith

Quantum

Wneless TV

Browns

m

American Gladiators

am

Reporters

TMC Back-ll

SporlsClr
Movie:

Canada

Movie

4:30

4:00

|Telecast

Rock

TBA

WiHitms TV

Movie "Robm Hood

F*ld

Market

Editors

One on One McLaughlin

Geographic

Lawrence Went Show

Doclor Is In

|Movie

Star Trek Neil Genet
NFL Gameday

Horse Show: Penn Nat

[Magnum. P.I.

NFL Football Los Angeles Raiders at Denver Bioncos

Home Again Williams TV
Lead

Images

Harry-Hendr Tar/an

Charles

Road to Bali

Superboy
Family Ties

Boss'

| Movie. "Twins"
Horse Racing Calif Cup

| PGA Golf Four Tours Wortd Championship

Hydroplane Racing
Movie: "Deceptions'

Movie- "Revenge"

Movie: "Lets Than Zero"

5:30

CFL Football Western Division Semifinal

Movie: "The Alamo

Movie: "Shattered Vows"

5:00

NFL Football New York Giants al Phoenix Cardinals

CFL Football Eastern Division Semifinal

Blond* m the Dough"

Rockula

3:30

3:00

PGA Golt Amoco-Centel Championship

Wall St Jrnl. Face Nation

SUNDAY EVENING
6:00

O
U
ID
IB
«|)

6:30

NFL Football

7:00

7:30

60 Minutes

8:00

1

8:30

10:30

11:00

CFL Football Western Drvis *on Semifinal Raccoons

Kurt Browning

Night Moves

Murder. She Wrote

Movie: "My Son. Johnny"

Unsolved Mysteries

Movie: "The Return of Eliot Ness

UleGoesOn

Videos

Mo«*

Ntw
Eden

Nature

CBS News

NFL Football
ABC News

60 Minutes
Maik-Bn

EiTrarnanc)

[Eerie Ind

Funniest

Creatures Great & Small

tilt

Nat Cole

Austin City Limits

Nature

True Colors

Parker L.

In Color

Roc

True Colois

Parker L

In Color

Roc

|wild Am

Star Trek: Next Gener
Golden Girls Gro. Pains

ESPN Hagler s Knockouts

NFL Primetime

TMC

Movie

"Deceptions Cont'd

Cherry 2000"

1

I

$5.50
!|I $4.25
large One
Medium One
Item

H«m

Wile. Mother, Murderer"

352-5166
|
352 5166
FR€€ DCLIVCRV ' FR€€ DCLIVCRV

3525166
ffi€€ D€UVCrW

CBCNews

Movie:

Broadway Bill

News

Movie:

Love on the Run

Sports

Roggm s

Justice

New WKRP

Videos

Siskel

Sign-On

Piglet Files

Great Journeys

Masterpiece Theatre

May-Dec

No. Hon

Married

H Head

Sunday Comics

Come Strip Live

Marned

H. Head

Ne*s

M-A-S'H

Mow* "Back to the Future Part II

SEBASTIAN

PUT
YOUR
MONEY
WHERE
YOUR
HEART

M-A-S'H

SportsCenter
Movie

12:30

Arsenic Hall

Ideas

|Sports Xtra

12:00

Siskel

Tom Peters Speed Is Lite

Smol One
Item

(itro Hems SO eo or
Clxogo Style

11:30

News

Masterpiece Theatre

$3.00

(mo Kerns Jl 00 eo or ■ ***«> »e * ?S eo or
CfKOgo Style
■
Owago Style
m

Venture

NFL Football. New England Patnols at Miami Dolphins

"27th Rnniversory Specials

I

10:00

News

Lawrence Welk Show

ai)

9:30

Movie: "My Son. Johnny

m
m

9:00

Murder. She Wrote

Previews
Stuntmasters
Kenneth Copeland
NFL Primetime

After Dark. My Sweet

The

COPY SHOP
117 East Court St.

B. G.

352-4068

more than just copies!
Get the BEST PRICE - Call Us

I
I
SP-

8>

A em- >— mm
ABOVE- —

II % ■ an HTIM *■ I MM IX

-1^-J

141 W. Wooit.r

254 »533

Copying • Printing • Typesetting
Screen Printing • Word
Processing • Trophies • Plaques
• Certificates

